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ABSTRACT         

Requirements engineering has argued that in order to successfully develop complex software 

systems, it is necessary to support the modeling process with traceability mechanisms and 

tools. Requirement Traceability refers to the ability to ensure continued alignment between 

stakeholders’ requirements and various outputs of the systems development process. A 

requirements traceability process describes and follows the life of a requirement, in both a 

forward and backward direction (i.e. from its origins, through its development and 

specification, to its subsequent deployment and use, and through all periods of on-going 

refinement and iteration in any of these phases).  Software traceability is performed by 

generating, representing, recording and maintaining traceability relations (links) between 

software artifacts either manually or automatically. 

Software developers have used agents as a way to understand, model, and develop complex 

systems more naturally. Multiagent systems (MAS) reflect the decentralized nature of modern 

distributed systems, supporting dynamic and unpredictable situations in which software is 

now expected to operate. Moreover, MAS are appropriate to open systems in which the 

constituent components and their interaction patterns constantly change.  The use of agent 

with its greater reliance on codified knowledge, its flexibility, adaptability and autonomy, 

introduces new challenges for the support of requirements traceability. The capabilities of 

agent and the social aspect of agency should be considered. A contribution for this field is 

Tropos, a framework used for modeling of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). It borrows the 

abstractions and concepts from organizational and social disciplines to understand, model, 

reason, analyze and design. In doing so, Tropos provide a more flexible, higher-level set of 

constructs to deal with a world operating more on social principles than on mechanistic rules. 

The inherent flexibility, adaptability and autonomy introduced by MAS poses new challenges 

to current traceability approaches.  We claim that a specific traceability model and process 

should be used to address the needs of MAS.  In this thesis we propose a Traceability 

Metamodel to clarify the identification of the new relations required for the agent paradigm. 

We then define a Reference Model to capture the capabilities of agents and the social aspect 

of agency.   A process is created in order to identify the relevant traceability information 

during the late requirements and architectural phases of Tropos. It captures the traceable 

information and constructs the matrixes that will help to understand the global goals of the 



   

agent system, the individual issues of each agent and their social aspects as well as the   

impact analysis when changes happen.  The DBSitter-AS example will be used to illustrate 

how our proposal captures agent characteristics such as autonomy and cooperation. 

Key words: requirements traceability, agent-oriented development. 



   

RESUMO 

A engenharia de requisitos argumenta que, para o desenvolvimento de software complexo ser 

bem sucedido, é necessário que o processo de modelagem suporte mecanismos e ferramentas  

de rastreamento. Rastreabilidade de requisitos refere-se à habilidade de assegurar um 

alinhamento contínuo entre requisitos dos “stakeholders” e às várias saídas do processo de 

desenvolvimento de software. O processo de rastreamento de requisito descreve e segue a 

vida dos requisitos nas direções “forward” e “backward” (i.e. da sua origem, através do seu 

desenvolvimento e especificação, para sua subseqüente implementação e uso, e através de 

todos os períodos de refinamento e interação em qualquer uma dessas fases). Rastreamento de 

software é executado gerando, representando, armazenando e mantendo relações de 

rastreabilidade entre os artefatos de software tanto manualmente como automaticamente. 

Desenvolvedores de softwares têm usado agentes como uma forma de entender, modelar e 

desenvolver sistemas complexos mais naturalmente. Sistemas multiagentes (SMA) refletem  a 

natureza descentralizada dos modernos sistemas distribuídos, dando suporte a situações 

dinâmicas e  imprevisíveis nas quais se espera que o software opere atualmente,  sendo 

apropriado para sistemas abertos nos quais seus componentes e padrões de interação mudam 

constantemente.  

O uso de agentes com uma maior dependência em  conhecimento codificado, flexibilidade, 

adaptabilidade e autonomia, introduz novos desafios ao suporte de rastreamento de requisitos. 

As capacidades dos agentes e aspectos sociais devem ser consideradas. Uma contribuição 

neste campo é Tropos, um framework usado para modelar sistemas multiagentes. Ele faz uso 

das abstrações e conceitos das disciplinas organizacional e social para entender, modelar, 

analisar e projetar. Assim, Tropos fornece uma maior flexibilidade, e um conjunto de 

construtores de alto nível para tratar com um mundo operando mais nos princípios sociais do 

que nas regras mecanicistas.  

A flexibilidade, a adaptabilidade e a autonomia introduzidas pelos MAS apresentam novos 

desafios para as abordagens de rastreabilidade atuais. Nós advogamos que um modelo e um 

processo de rastreamento específico devem ser usados para tratar as necessidades específicas 

de um SMA de forma satisfatória. Nesta tese, nós propomos um Metamodelo de 

Rastreamento para facilitar a identificação das novas relações necessárias ao paradigma de 



   

agentes. Assim, definimos um Modelo de Referência para capturar as capacidades dos agentes 

e seus aspectos sociais. Também criamos um processo visando a encontrar as informações de 

rastreabilidade relevantes durante as fases de requisito posterior e arquitetura do Tropos. Ele 

captura as informações rastreáveis e constrói matrizes que auxiliarão no entendimento dos 

objetivos globais dos SMA, as propriedades individuais de cada agente e seus aspectos 

sociais, bem como a análise de impacto quando acontecem mudanças. O DBSitter-AS será 

usado como exemplo para ilustrar o modo pelo qual a nossa proposta captura características 

de agentes tais como autonomia e cooperação.  

Palavras-chaves: rastreabilidade de requisitos, desenvolvimento orientado a agentes. 
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Chapter1 

Introduction 

This chapter presents the motivations of the proposed research work, the 

definition of the problem to be addressed and its contributions. Last but not 

least, the structure of this thesis is presented. 
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13.1 MOTIVATION 

The main goal of the requirements engineering process is to understand stakeholder goals, to 

refine them into requirements, to deal with conflicts between requirements, and specify these 

in a concise and clear description that meets stakeholder desires and serves as a basis for 

system design and implementation. Therefore, an important task of this process is keeping 

track of bi-directional relationships between requirements and the development process 

artifacts in order to facilitate the maintenance and verification of the system [Ramesh, Jarke 

2001].  

A requirement is traceable if one can discover its origin, why it exists, what other 

requirements are related to it, and how that requirement is associated to system design, 

implementation and user documentation. Hence, requirements traceability refers to the ability 

to describe and follow the lifecycle of a requirement in both a forward and backward direction 

-- i.e., from its origins, through its specification and development, to its subsequent 

deployment and use, and through periods of on–going refinement and iteration [Gotel 1996].   

Requirements engineering (RE) [Nuseibeh, 2000] has argued that in order to successfully 

develop complex software systems, it is necessary to support the modelling process with 

traceability mechanisms and tools [Pinheiro, 2003; Ramesh and Jarke, 2001; Spanoudakis and 

Zisman, 2005]. 

Traceability facilitates linking requirements to their sources and rationales, capturing the 

information necessary to understand the evolution of requirements, and verifying that the 

requirements have been met. Designers and maintainers can keep track of what happens when 

a change request is implemented before a system is redesigned.  With complete traceability, 

more accurate costs and schedules of changes can be determined, rather than depending on the 

programmer to know all the areas that will be affected by these changes [Ramesh, Jarke 

2001]. 

Currently an emerging promising complex software development paradigm is the agent-

oriented one. This rapid growth has been stimulated at least in part by how the agent 

paradigm is a natural form to treat reactive systems [Jennings, Wooldridge 2002]. In multi-

agent systems (MAS) issues of collective intelligence and of the emergence of structures 
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through interactions are introduced. The focus is on the autonomy of individuals, called 

agents, and on the interactions that link them together. The successful and widespread 

deployment of complex software systems based on agent societies requires not only new 

models and technologies, but also better techniques to understand and manage the software 

development process. Methodologies based on agent concepts such as Gaia [Zambonelli 

2005], and Tropos [Castro,  Kolp, Mylopoulos, 2002, Bresciani, et al. 2004, Giorgini, et al. 

2005], among others have become the focal point of research in this area – agent-oriented 

software engineering. 

In MAS it is important to understand the autonomy of the agent and their social aspects. 

Traceability aids to address this.  Traces can be used to know how the system requirements 

are achieved by the agent society. For example, it is achieved by a single agent or by 

cooperation between two or more agents?  

In order to improve the understanding of agent-oriented systems traceability mechanism 

should be used. The traditional traceability mechanism does not cover the relevant aspects of 

MAS as autonomy and cooperation.  

In this research we aim to address this issue. We propose an approach for traceability that 

captures the needs of the agent oriented paradigm. Our research aims to support traceability in 

concert with the Tropos approach to agent-oriented software development. Thus, we propose 

an agent-oriented traceability reference model. It focuses on requirements management.  In 

order to demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we describe how the reference model 

and guidelines have been applied to a real system. 

13.2 THE PROBLEM 

The use of agent technology with its greater reliance on codified knowledge, its potential 

flexibility, adaptivity and autonomy [Yu, 2002], introduces new challenges for the support of 

requirements traceability. Traceability is important to agent-oriented development for a 

number of reasons, for example understanding the autonomy of the agent and how the agents 

cooperate in order to successful carry out the tasks that we delegate to them. 

Although the advantages are well documented, traceability practice is not widespread. The 

reasons are many fold.  For example one difficulty is related to traceability relations: there is a 
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lack of standard, precise, deep, and rich semantic for them [Spanoudakis, Zisman 2005]. 

Another common cited problem is the lack of guidance as to what information a trace should 

create it [Aizenbud-Reshef et al. 2006].  

Most approaches available in the literature for a better understanding of the traceability 

process define the use of types of traceability relations and a reference model [Dick 2002; 

Toranzo 2002; Pinheiro 2003; Ramesh, Jarke 2001; Gotel 1996; Lindval, Sandahl 1996].  But, 

these approaches do not address the following problem: 

How to deal with the specific issues raised by the agent oriented paradigm in a 

traceability process.  

To solve this, a reference model aids the construction of a requirements traceability scheme. 

Most approaches available in the literature are of general purpose, and as such they are not 

associated to any specific methodology of development [Scheer 1998] [Toranzo 2002]. To the 

best of our knowledge none of them address the specific issues raised by the agent oriented 

paradigm as such as its autonomy and cooperation to solve problems.  

The key abstraction involved in the agent-oriented paradigm differs from traditional software 

development. For example, during object-oriented development tangible things, 

organizations, roles, events, and interactions are classified as an object. In agent-oriented 

development these elements should be clearly distinguished and treated differently 

[Zambonelli, Jennings, Omicini 2001]. 

New issues and questions should be considered.   For example, developers need to know: (1) 

How a requirement of the system is achieved by the agent society; (2) Which plan of actions 

the agent can use to achieve some goal; (3) How can autonomous agents coordinate their 

activities so as to cooperatively achieve goals? Hence, the task of understanding, exploring 

and analysing the space of possibilities and their consequences has become more complex, 

requiring the use of rich models which imply the need for more sophisticated tracing 

approach. We claim that these questions demand a specific reference model and process for 

agent oriented traceability.     

13.3 CONTRIBUTION 

The overall objective of this work is to consider the characteristics of the agent paradigm 

during a traceability process in agent-oriented software, in particular in the late requirement 
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and early architectural phases of Tropos. The benefits of supporting traceability in agent 

oriented software are manifold, including:  (1) software quality can be improved since we can 

check if all goals of agents as well as their interactions are addressed by the system; (2) an 

impact analysis can also be performed before the implementation of a requested change of the 

environment or agent’s goals. This is possible because the agents impacted by the change can 

be detected since the links between environment where agent is situated and other agents that 

it is interacting can be traced. Hence, estimating change and effort become more accurate and 

consequently we can minimize the time and cost of software maintenance.  

In order to address these issues, we extend the Toranzos’s reference model [Toranzo 2002] to 

capture the power of agent and propose a traceability process for capturing the information 

that will be traced in the late requirements and architectural design phases of Tropo. So, in 

this thesis the target is the Tropos approach. Hence, we define a process that will help the 

software engineer to find and structure the necessary information to perform traceability in a 

specific project using the Tropos methodology. By using this process, we can register the 

whole “history” of a requirement in an agent-oriented system.    

The main contributions of our work are the following: 

1. Traceability Metamodel – We present a metamodel described in terms of a metamodel 

based on the MOF (Meta Object Facility) [OMG, 2007] (like a class diagram of the 

UML – Unified Modeling Language [Booch, Rumbaug, Jacobson 2005]) to express a 

traceability reference model for agent oriented development. This metamodel clarifies 

the identification of the new relations required for the agent paradigm that did not 

exist in Toranzos’ metamodel [Toranzo 2002]. 

2. Traceability Reference Model – We propose a reference model to capture the 

capabilities of agents and the social aspect of agency. It is important to aid the 

developers to trace how agents cooperate and reach agreements with each other to 

solve problems that are beyond the individual capabilities, for instance. 

3. Process to support traceability in the late requirements  and early architectural  phases 

of Tropos – We propose a process to capture the traceable information and provide 

guidelines for the creation of matrixes that will help the impact analysis when changes 

happen they also help to understand the global goal of the agent system, the individual 

issues of each agent and their social aspects. 
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13.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

This work is structured as follows:  

• Chapter 2 describes an overview of traceability as well as the reference models found in 

the literature that can be used to help the traceability process. 

• Chapter 3 introduces the notions of a new branch of Software Engineering called agent-

Oriented Software Engineering.  We present methodologies that cover some of the 

phases of the software development in this new paradigm. The vocabulary used in this 

work is also presented. 

• Chapter 4 presents a traceability framework for agent oriented development with Tropos.  

This chapter presents our proposal for traceability in agent-oriented development. We 

outline the extension of Tropos to support traceability environment with a systematic 

process that uses a reference model and guidelines as a partial solution of our traceability 

approach.  

• Chapter 5 applies our traceability approach to a real example in the field of autonomous 

database management system.   

• Chapter 6 depicts some final considerations about our research. Future works are 

discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

Traceability  

 

For many years, the research and industry communities have agreed that the 

traceability is very important in the software development process. It helps the 

impact analysis of required changes, improving the efficient management of 

software projects and hopefully improving the software quality. This chapter 

presents an overview of traceability as well as the reference models  that can be 

used to help the traceability process. 

 

14 TRACEABILITY 
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14.1 OVERVIEW OF TRACEABILITY  

Requirements engineering (RE) is the process of discovering the purpose, by identifying 

stakeholders and their needs, and documenting these in a form that is amenable to analysis, 

communication, and subsequent implementation [Nuseibeh 2000]. During development 

changes can occur and they should be managed.  

Business, organizational and technical changes inevitably lead to changes to the requirements 

for a software system. Requirements management is the process of managing and controlling 

these changes.  Some concerns of the requirements management are the following [Kotonya, 

Sommerville 1998: 

i. managing changes to agreed requirements, 

ii. managing the relationships between requirements, 

iii. managing the dependences between the requirements documents and other 

documents produced during the systems and software engineering process. 

The success of the requirement engineering process often depends on the ability to start from 

informal, vague and personal requirements to precise specification that can be understood and 

accepted by all the stakeholders. However, this process is far from being deterministic and 

straight. The requirement specification cannot be developed in a linear and simple way. 

Interactive approaches that gradually lead to a specification are more appropriate. 

Stakeholders and developers peform tracing whenever they search for information obtained in 

different phases of the development process. In this context, it is difficult to imagine a 

software development environment without some tracing aids. It has been argued that in order 

to successfully develop complex software systems, it is necessary to extend the modelling 

process with traceability mechanisms and tools [Ramesh, Jarke 2001, Gotel 1996, 

Spanoudakis, Zisman 2005, Pinheiro 2003].  

Requirement Traceability refers to the ability to ensure continued alignment between 

stakeholders’ requirements and various outputs of the system development process. Failure to 

do so implies in higher costs for maintaining software systems. However, empirical studies of 

traceability needs and practices in industrial organizations have indicated that traceability 
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support is not always satisfactory. As a result, traceability is rarely established in existing 

industrial settings [Zisman, Spanoudakis, Pérez-Miñana 2003, Blaauboer, Sikkel, Aydin 

2007, Cleland-Huang, et al. 20007]. 

Pinheiro presents three ways in which requirements tracing can be performed in [Pinheiro 

2003]:  

i. the direction of tracing: requirements may be traced in a forward or 

backward direction, i.e. if the direction of the trace is from requirement to 

components of design or implementation it is called forward traceability 

otherwise it is called backward traceability.  

ii. requirements evolution: requirements can be traced by capturing their 

evolution, if one wants to get information related to the process of elicitation, 

prior to its inclusion in requirements specification – i.e. how  the requirement 

was produced -  he or she is doing pre-requirements specification traceability, 

but if the person would like information about the evolution of the 

requirements after the requirement has been elicited and included in the 

requirements specifications  he or  she is doing post-requirements 

traceability, i.e. how  the requirements was used.  

iii. the type of the objects involved:  if the relationship  is between requirements 

it refers to a inter requirements traceability. If the relationship is between 

requirement and other artifacts it is called extra-requirements traceability. 

 Requirements pre and pos traceability were initially proposed by Gotel and Finkelstein 

[Gotel 1996]. In this thesis our focus will be in the pos-traceability. This study will consider 

both forward and backward direction, also relationships between requirements, and 

requirements and other artifacts will be covered. 

The work of Ramesh  and colleagues is considered by many as the base reference to 

traceability work [Ramesh, Jarke 2001]. They consider that the efficiency and effectiveness of 

traceability support is largely determined by the system of object types and traceability link 

types offered.  Objects represent the inputs and outputs of the system development process. 

The links are classified as product and process links.  
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The requirements management process can include management planning where policies and 

procedures for requirements management are designed, and change management, where 

stakeholders analyse proposed requirements changes and assess their impact [Sommerville 

2007]. A traceability policy considers decisions that have to be taken by the stakeholders 

during the requirements management planning. These policies define the relationships 

between requirements, and between the requirements and the system design that should be 

recorded and how these records should be maintained.  

In fact, software traceability can also be defined as the ability to relate artifacts created during 

the development of a software system to describe [Spanoudakis, Zisman 2005]: 

• the system from different perspectives and levels of abstraction 

• the stakeholders that have contributed to the creation of the artifacts, and 

• the rationale that explains the form of the artifacts.  

Traceability improves the quality of software systems since developers can check whether 

stakeholders’ requirements are being satisfied by the system.  Impact analysis can also be 

performed before the implementation of a requested change. As a result, developers are able 

to obtain more accurate effort estimations to address the requested changes, and hence, 

improve the software maintenance. Some of the potential benefits of requirements traceability 

include:  

• Greater confidence in satisfying objectives: establishing and formalizing traceability 

engenders greater reflection on how objectives are satisfied. 

• Ability to assess the impact of change: various forms of impact analysis become 

possible in the presence of traceability information. 

• Improved accountability of subordinate organizations: greater clarity of how suppliers 

contribute to the whole. 

• Ability to track progress: it is notoriously difficult to measure progress when all that 

stakeholders are doing is creating and revising documents. Process surrounding 

traceability allows a measures of progress in the early stages. 

• Ability to perform cost benefit analysis: relating product components to the requirements 

allows benefit to be assessed against cost. 
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Stakeholders have different perspectives, goals and interests about the same software, 

depending on their perceptions and needs. So, there are different uses and perspectives on 

traceability. Such as: 

• Keeping track of bi-directional relationships between requirements and stakeholder’ 

motivations as well as between requirements and development process artifacts in order 

to facilitate the maintenance and verification of the system [Ramesh, Jarke 2001, Gotel 

1996]; 

• During design, traceability allows designers and maintainers to keep track of what 

happens when a change request is implemented before a system is redesigned. 

• Systems evolution requires a better understanding of the requirements, which can only 

be achieved by the ability to trace back to their sources. Traceability provides the ability 

to cross-reference items in the requirement specifications with items in the design 

specifications. 

• Test procedures, if traceable to requirements or design, can be modified when errors are 

discovered. 

As a consequence of these different uses and perspectives on traceability, there are wide 

variations on the format and content of traceability information across different system 

development efforts.  Classifications incorporating different types of traceability relation and 

reference models are used for a better understanding of the traceability process.    In fact, a 

reference model is needed to facilitate the construction of a requirement traceability scheme 

[Toranzo 2002].  

In the past, the focus of research was only in requirements traceability.  But, the growing of 

the complexity of the software has caused traceability to be viewed in several contexts: 

requirements engineering, business and software engineering. In the requirements engineering 

context, traceability is about understanding how high-level requirements - objectives, goals, 

aims, aspirations, expectations, needs - are transformed into low-level requirements. In a 

business context the interest is in how the business vision is interpreted as business objectives, 

how these business objectives are implemented as business organization and process. In a 

software engineering context, the interest may focus in how stakeholders requirements are 

met by the systems requirements.  How these systems requirements are partitioned into 
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subsystems, and finally, how subsystems are implemented as components [Hull, Jackson,  

Dick 2005]. 

In the next sections present the classification of the relations traceability as well as the 

traceability reference model. 

14.2 TYPES OF TRACEABILITY RELATIONS 

Classifications of types of traceability relations emerge to cover the lack of standard semantic 

interpretations of traceability relations. Different aspects of traceability are used to do this 

classification. Classifications are based on the types of related artifacts [Lindval, Sandahl 

1996; Phol 1996; Zisman, Spanoudakis, Pérez-Miñana 2003], support to different 

management activities such as evolution and verification [Dick 2002; Gotel 1996; Ramesh, 

Jarke 2001] as well as impact analysis [Von Knethen 2002].  

The traceability relation can be classified in horizontal traceability (relations between 

elements in different models) and vertical traceability (relations between elements of the same 

model) [Lindval, Sandahl 1996].  

Gotel focuses her works in the roles that the stakeholders have on the requirement 

specification [Gotel 1996] whose relation is called pre-traceability, the pos-traceability refer 

to relations traceability between requirements specifications and other artifacts.    

Phol proposes another classification of requirements traceability [Phol 1996]. He classifies 

requirements traceability in eighteen different types of traceability related in five groups: (a) 

condition link group, which includes relations between requirements and restrictions 

associated with them; (b) content link group, which includes relations that signify 

comparisons, contradictions, and conflicts between requirements; (c) documentation link 

group, which includes relations associating different types of software documents to a 

requirement; (d) evolutionary link group, which includes replacement relations between 

requirements (e.g. a requirement X has replaced a requirement Y in requirements document); 

and (e) abstraction link group, which includes relations representing abstractions like 

generalisation and refinement between requirements. 
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Ramesh groups the traceability relations in two categories: product-related and process-

related links [Ramesh, Jarke 2001].The product-related links describe properties and 

relationships of design object independent of how they were created. In this group are the 

satisfiability and dependency relations, called satisfies and depend-on link by 

Ramesh.  Satisfiability relation is the association between requirements and system 

components and are used to ensure that requirements are satisfied by a system. Dependency 

relation is used between different requirements and between requirements and design 

elements to support requirements management, express dependency between system 

components for low-end users, and track compositions and hierarchies of elements. Here, the 

term element is used as defined by Spanoudakis and Zisman  in [Spanoudakis, Zisman 2005], 

it represents the different parts, entities, and objects in software artifacts that are traceable. 

Special kinds of dependencies are the generalization and aggregation abstractions. They are 

used to identify how complex elements of a system can be broken down into components, 

how elements of a system can be combined to form other elements, and how an element can 

be refined by another element.  

The second traceability relation categories is process-related links that can be captured only 

by looking at the history of actions taken in the process itself and cannot be recovered from 

the product relationship alone. The evolution and rationalization relations, called evolves-

to and rationale link by Ramesh, are part of this category. The evolution relations are 

used by high-end users to document the input-output relationship of actions leading from 

existing elements to new (or modified) elements and, therefore, identify the origins of the 

elements. Rationalisation relations are captured based on the history of actions of how 

elements are created.  They are used to represent and maintain the rationale behind the 

creation and evolution of elements, and decisions about the system at different levels of detail 

[Ramesh, Jarke 2001].  

Spanoudakis and Zisman organise the various types of traceability relation proposed in the 

literature into eight main groups: dependency, generalisation/refinement, evolution, 

satisfiability, overlap, conflicting, rationalisation, and contribution relations [Spanoudakis, 

Zisman 2005]. The overlap relation is necessary during the implementation phase, this phase 

would not be covered in this thesis, so it is outside our scope. 
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Toranzo had Ramesh’s research as base of his approach [Toranzo 2002], so he covers the 

links defined by Ramesh. He does not consider the overlap link, but consider the contribution 

link.  

In this thesis, we extend Toranzo’s proposal. He covers the relation types organised by 

Spanoudakis and Zisman [Spanoudakis, Zisman 2005], namely dependency, 

generalisation/refinement, satisfiability, and contribution.  Although, Toranzo consider boths 

the process-related relations and product-related relations our focus is in the product-related 

relations, so the evolution and rationalization relations are out of the scope of this thesis. 

Moreover, we have proposed new types to capture characteristics of agent, which are 

described in section 16.3. Having defined the relation types we now need to discuss the need 

for a reference model. 

14.3 TRACEABILITY FOR REFERENCE MODELS  

The purpose of reference models is to significantly reduce the task of creating application 

specific models and systems. Users are able to select relevant parts of the reference model, 

adapt them to the problem at hand, and configure an overall solution from these adapted parts. 

Generally, the analysis of a particular domain may involve considerable effort if started from 

scratch. The use of reference models can represent savings of up to 80 percent in development 

costs for systems in standardized domains [Scheer 1998].  

References models are also appropriate to support semantic interpretation of traceability 

information. In fact, one reference model was proposed in [Ramesh, Jarke 2001]. It comprises 

the most important kinds of traceability links for various development tasks have been 

synthesized in his empirical research. Several other studies have also been conducted. For 

example, reference models have been proposed to assist in the specification and evolution of 

workflow management systems [Von Knethen 2002], to identify common and variable 

requirements in product and service families [Mohan, Ramesh 2002], and assist software 

development process based on UML [Letelier 2002]. Neither of them refers to their use in 

context of agent-oriented development software. Toranzo’s approach [Toranzo 2002] 

identifies, defines and delimits the relationships that will be used to create   specific 

traceability models and it is an extension of Ramesh’s traceability reference model [Ramesh, 
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Jarke 2001]. We use this as base of our proposal of the agent-oriented traceability reference 

model [Pinto et al. 2007]. Next, we describe them.  

14.3.1 Ramesh’s Reference Model 

Ramesh suggests that a metamodel (see Figure 14-1) can be used to represent the following 

dimensions of traceability information [Ramesh, Jarke 2001]: What information is represented 

by including salient attributes or characteristics of the information? Who are the stakeholders 

that play different roles in the creation, maintenance and use of the various artifacts and 

traceability links across them? Where is it represented in terms of sources that document 

traceability information? How the information is represented and how it relates to other 

components of traceability? Why a certain conceptual artifact was created, modified, or 

evolved? When was this information captured, modified, and evolved? 

Ramesh argues that a traceability system can be defined as a semantic network in which 

nodes represent objects, stakeholders and sources among which traceability is established 

through links of different types and strengths.  

Figure 14-1: Traceability metamodel of Ramesh (adapted from [Ramesh, Jarke 2001]) 

STAKEHOLDER (represents the people involved in the system development and maintenance 

life cycle activities), OBJECT (represents the inputs and outputs of the system development 

process) and SOURCE (documents the objects which may be physical media, such as 

documents or intangible things, such as reference to people or undocumented policies and 

procedures) – which are associated by links – has role in, manages, documents and 

trace to. Although he considers significant the physical trace management and 
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stakeholder roles in the traceability process, his work focuses on the analysis of objects types 

and trace link types used in practice and organize his reference models around them.  

Altough Ramesh defined Stakeholder and Source in practice he only considers the 

relations between Object entity. He constructs two reference models one for low-end user 

and the other for high-end user. The high-end user is divided in four parts:   Requirement 

Management, Design Allocation, Compliance Verification and Rationale Management. For 

him, even if a larger number of different relations types makes it impossible to have an 

individual treatment of each one, they can be grouped in the reference model into a few basic 

categories – evolves-to, rationale, depends-on and satisfies. These relations were described in 

previous section (14.2). 

14.3.2  Toranzo’s Reference Model 

Toranzo also presents a general framework to support requirements traceability [Toranzo 

2005].  It includes a metamodel describing  the language in which traceability models can be 

defined (it will be described in section 16.3.1)  and a reference model that can be customized 

within the scope defined by the meta model. Toranzo defines requirements traceability as the 

ability to describe and follow the life-cycle of a requirement, both forwards and backwards, 

within the context of four composite, interrelated and parallel information layers:  external, 

organizational, managerial and development: 

External Layer represents elements (such as constraints, resources, processes) on the 

universe where the organization is inserted. 

Organizational Layer represents an element (with goals and decisions) of the universe. 

Managerial Layer is related to activities that can be performed by an organization (such as 

management of people, budget and contracts). 

Development Layer is related to artifacts produced by a development process. 

These layers define classes that compose the traceability reference model. They are related to 

each other by means of associations named satisfy, resource, responsibility, represents and 

allocated_to. Satisfy specifies that an activity must be realized in the target element in order to 

fulfill the needs of the source elements connected to it. Resource represents information 

needed to understand a specific element. Responsibility associates stakeholders with the 
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software elements, decisions or activities. Represents capture the requirements mapping into 

other languages, such as modeling or programming. Allocated_to defines which component 

will take care of what requirement. The notation used to represent the proposed associations is 

based on UML (Unified Modeling Language) [Booch, Rumbaug, Jacobson 2005] stereotypes. 

The traceability reference model by Toranzo is divided into two sub-models: 

Requirements Management sub-model, which helps requirements understanding, capture, 

tracking, validation and verification (see Figure 14-2). 

 
Figure 14-2: Requirements Management Sub-model from [Toranzo 2005] 

The INFORMATION element is the sub-model root. The recursive resource link is inherited 

by its sub elements and the satisfy link between it and CONSTRAINT element represents that 

all sub elements linked with INFORMATION should obey the imposed constraints so that the 

system could be implemented. The responsibility link between the INFORMATION and 

STAKEHOLDER elements express the stakeholders that contribute or are responsible for the 

development of diagrams, programs, requirements, etc. 

The EXTERNAL and ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVE elements represent, respectively 

the environmental and organizational view of the Requirements Management sub-model 

(Figure 14-2).  These abstract concepts are extremely important if we want systems that 

comply with the real expected user’s needs. The EXTERNAL element is used to represent all 

the concepts external to the organization that affects the system in some way. The 
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ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVE element represents goals, rules or procedures of the 

organizational world in which the system will be inserted. We need to capture organizational 

requirements to define how the software system fulfils the organizational objectives, why it is 

necessary, what are the possible alternatives, what are the implications to the involved parts. 

The relate link between ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVE and EXTERNAL indicates that 

there are elements outside of the organization that can affect some of its goals and 

consequently its systems. The model also expresses that ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVEs 

can be derived and/or aggregated with other ones. They are also resource for ACTIVITYs and 

should satisfy some CHANGE PURPOSEs. 

The SYSTEM OBJECTIVEs   represent clear objectives to be achieved by the software 

system.  

ACTIVITY, CONSTRAINT and REQUIREMENTs elements are part of the management 

layer.  

CONSTRAINTs are imposed by the environment of the system. The ACTIVITY element 

represents the management tasks to be performed by the project manager. Its links to 

ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVE, SYSTEM OBJECTIVE and REQUIREMENTS 

elements means that each one of them are resources for the activities  to be carried out. 

The resource link between the ACTIVITY and SYSTEM OBJECTIVE elements indicates 

that the system goals only can be met if the resources are available. 

To control the changes in a system the model includes the CHANGE PURPOSE element 

linked to ACTIVITY, REQUIREMENTS and ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION. The 

resource links means that the CHANGE PURPOSE will be satisfied by requirements and the 

TASK element is the resource required to accomplish the requested change while the satisfy 

link means that CHANGE PURPOSEs must be in according with at least one 

ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION. 

To be effective, requirements have to be linked to the stakeholders that proposed them. This is 

illustrated in the model by the STAKEHOLDER element and its links to the 

REQUIREMENT element. The link resource expresses that a stakeholder is a source of 

information. 

Design sub-model, which is used to refer to any activity that creates artifacts, including 

implementation (see Figure 14-3). 
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Figure 14-3: Design Sub-model from [Toranzo 2005] 

This sub-model indicates that the DESIGN ELEMENT is the root of DIAGRAM, 

PROGRAM and SUBSYSTEM elements. The REQUIREMENTs are represented by  

PROGRAMs that are relate for TESTs. Due to various reasons changes may be required and 

should be recorded by the CHANGE PURPOSE  element and its link to DESIGN ELEMENT 

indicates that it has a relate dependency with some design elements. 

ACTIVITY is always related to project management, i.e., activity to be performed by the 

manager to support some organizational need, implement a requirement or a diagram. 

In addition to these sub-models, a Rational model is proposed for identifying and structuring 

the problems and decisions made during the software development (see Figure 14-4). 
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Figure 14-4: Rational Model from [Toranzo 2005] 

There are relate links between SUBJECT element and ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVE 

and SYSTEM OBJECTIVE expressing that a SUBJECT is information needed to understand 

some of them. The SUBJECT can be any problem that requires a discussion or resolution.  

The problem does not need to be related to a requirement. Various POSITIONS or 

alternatives that address the resolution should be considered and for each one of them there 

will be one or more ARGUMENTS that will support or contradict it. The relationships 

support and contradict indicates that a position can have as resource none or many arguments 

that support or contradict it. 

The relate links between CONSTRAINT and SUBJECT expresses that the formers can be 

resources of information to understand the SUBJECT. The same happens with the link 

between CONSTRAINT and DECISION, CONSTRAINTs also can be resources of 

information to understand a DECISION. Note that we are using can be because of the 

cardinality between these elements. Obviously a stakeholder gives an argument so we have 

two links between the elements ARGUMENTS and STAKEHOLDER. The link relate 

indicates the stakeholder who provides the argument and the link responsibility indicates the 

stakeholder who is responsible for the argument that generates the decision. 

Our work focus is on the agent paradigm, which was not considered in Toranzos’ approach 

[Toranzo 2002]. For example, Toranzo’s model does not explains “how an agent coordinates 

their activities”, neither “how it cooperates with other agents to achieve its own goals or 
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societies goals”. Thus it has limitations for representing some agent characteristics, such as its 

autonomy and the cooperation between the agents. For further detail see chapter 4. 

In this thesis we propose a traceability reference model for agent oriented development. 

Moreover, it presents the respective metamodel that gives the semantics of each element in 

this reference model. We also create a traceability process to guide the creation of traceability 

matrixes in Tropos. The relationship between the traceability elements are identified using the 

reference model and the artifacts generated by Tropos. Hence, our approach extends 

Toranzos’ approach to cope with the specific elements in the agent paradigm [Pinto, Castro, 

Toranzo 2002;  Castro, Pinto, Castor, Mylopoulos 2003]. 

14.4 SUMMARY  

Traceability has been recognised by many as an important pre-requisite for developing and 

maintaining high quality software. It intends to ensure continued alignment between 

stakeholders requirements and various outputs of the system development process. So, it 

provides support for requirement management. It can help developers in supporting the 

impact analysis of required changes and hopefully increasing the quality of the final software 

system. 

In this chapter we presented some basic concepts of traceability.  We reviewed some  relation 

types and reference model proposed in literature, such as the work  of   [Ramesh, Jarke 2001], 

[Spanoudakis, Zisman 2005] and [Toranzo 2002].  

Our research aims to support traceability through the agent-oriented software lifecycle 

[Wooldridge 1999; Wooldridge 2002]. Agent oriented software engineering will be viewed in 

the next chapter.   
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Chapter 3 

Agent-Oriented Software Engineering 

This chapter introduces the notions of a new branch of Software 

Engineering called agent-oriented software engineering.  We present 

important methodologies that cover some of the phases of the 

development software in this new paradigm. We also present the 

vocabulary used in our proposal. 

15  AGENT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING    
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15.1 AGENT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

Software developers are using agents as a new metaphor for understanding, modeling, and 

implementing systems which operate on dynamic, open and often unpredictable 

environments. The new way to develop software represents a brand new software engineering 

paradigm calling for a new discipline of agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) 

[Jennings, Wooldridge 2002, Wooldridge, Ciancarini 2001].  

The characteristics of the agent-oriented paradigm are well suited to tackle the emerging 

complexities of software systems that are now required to operate in distributed, large, open, 

dynamic, unpredictable, heterogeneous and highly interactive application environments 

[Weiss 2000]. This is due to the fact that agent orientation provides a higher level of 

abstraction to deal with complex software systems features and behavior. 

The use of agent technology in industrial and commercial applications [Luck, et al 2005] has 

demonstrated that agent oriented techniques can lead to the improvement of such complex 

software systems development. For a long time agent-oriented development was ad-hoc and 

although many different methodologies have been proposed in the last few years, there is still 

no well-established development process to build agent-oriented applications. Therefore, the 

benefits promised by the agents’ paradigm (e.g., flexibility, robustness, etc.) have not yet been 

fully achieved.  

Approaches such as, Gaia [Cernuzzi et al. 2005], and Tropos [Castro,  Kolp, Mylopoulos, 

2002, Bresciani, et al. 2004, Penserini 2007]  among others,  have become the focal point of 

research in the area of agent-oriented software engineering. They borrow the abstractions and 

concepts from organizational and social disciplines to understand, model, reason, analyze and 

design Multi-Agent Systems (MAS).  In fact these approaches provide a more flexible, 

higher-level set of constructs to deal with a world operating more on social principles than on 

mechanistic rules [Yu 2001]. 

 Requirements Engineering is a systematic process of requirements development through the 

interactive and cooperative process of problem analysis [Hull, Jackson,  Dick 2005]. It 

documents the result observed in different ways of representation (e.g. text, graphic) and 

verifies the accuracy of the information obtained.  During the software development process 
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many stakeholders have different interests and concerns, which leads to many competing 

requirements. They would like to know the answers to many questions – e.g., What do I want 

the software to do for me? Can the software be trusted? How do I know whether it will work? 

– The use of a new paradigm, such as agent-oriented, can introduce new complexities due to 

properties such as autonomy, sociability, adaptability which are supported by the paradigm 

[Yu 2002]. So, the task of understanding, exploring and analysing the space of possibilities 

and their consequences has become more complex.  

Decomposition and abstraction are techniques of mastering complexity [Booch 1994]. 

Organization and social metaphor provides these techniques reducing the conceptual distance 

between the systems and the real world.  Mao and Yu state that, although many models and 

methodologies use these metaphors in order to understand, model, reason, analyze and design 

MAS, the organizational abstractions, concepts, assumptions and models are actually different 

[Mao, Yu 2004]. Many concepts, although with different terms, actually have been used with 

similar meaning and purpose. The same concept may have different interpretations and 

definitions in various models and methodologies.  

We advocate the use of agent as construct in all development process. Consequently, we think 

that the definition of agent, their characteristics and abilities should be well understood so that 

developers and stakeholders alike can use the same concept during all the phases of the 

software development process. In order to clarify the understanding of these concepts in this 

work, we propose to use a common agent vocabulary [Pinto et al. 2007. The terms selected 

were chosen amongst the ones proposed in the literature of agent-orientation [Ferber 1999, 

Odell et al. 2000, Wooldridge 2002, Jennings, Wooldridge 2002 and Guizzardi 2006]. 

In the agent paradigm the world can be conceived in terms of a cooperative society of 

autonomous resolver of problems (the agents), the systems of this world are called Multiagent 

Systems (MAS). The key characteristics of MASs include autonomy, reactivity, pro-

activeness, and social ability. This work focuses on autonomy and social ability. 

The autonomy of the application components (i.e., the ability for an agent to decide what 

actions it should take at what time) reflects the decentralized nature of modern distributed 

systems [Tennenhous 2000] and can be considered as the natural extension to the notions of 

modularity and encapsulation for systems that are owned by different stakeholders [Parunak 

1997].  
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The high-level, dynamic, and social nature of multiagent interactions is appropriate to open 

systems in which the constituent components and their interaction patterns constantly change 

[Estrin, Culler, Sukjatme 2002], the best example of a highly open software environment is 

the Internet. Agents can be choose to cooperate, or not, to varying degrees, and on their own 

terms [Wooldridge 2002]. In this thesis the agents interact coopering.  

The flexible way in which agents operate (balancing reactive behavior in response to the 

environment in which they are situated, with proactive behavior towards the achievement of 

their design objectives [Wooldridge 2002]) is suited to the dynamic and unpredictable 

situations existing in the ubiquitous computing systems [Zambonelli, Jennings, Omicini 

2001].  

Agent technology provides better means of conceptualizing and/or implementing a given 

application in some domains. It is suitable:  (1) when data, control, expertise, or resources are 

inherently distributed; (2) where the system is naturally regarded as a society of autonomous 

cooperating components, or (3) when the system contains legacy components, which must be 

made to interact with others, possibly new software components [Bond, Gasser 1988]. 

Wooldridge divides applications of agent into two groups [Wooldridge 2002]:  

Distributed system. In which agents become processing nodes in a distributed system. 

The emphasis in such systems is on the ‘multi’ aspect of multiagent systems. 

Personal software assistants. In which agents play the role of proactive assistants to users 

working with some application. The emphasis is on ‘individual’ agent. 

A variety of new metaphors, formal modelling approaches, development methodologies and 

modeling techniques, specifically suit agent-oriented paradigm are proposed by AOSE 

[Zambonelli, Omicini 2004]. AOSE covers different types of agent systems. As we have 

discussed previously, an agent-oriented system can be composed by several agents [Bond, 

Gasser 1988] but it may also contain a single agent (e.g. software secretaries [Maes 1994]). 

The agents can operate and exist in both an open or close environment [Silva et al. 2003]. 

For Zambonelli a Multi-agent system is a society of agents, where the mutual interactions 

between agents and with their environment lead to a useful global behaviour [Zambonelli, 

Jennings, Omicini 2001].  For this type of system there are two concerns: agent design and 

society design. In other words, each agent of a multi agent system should be modelled from 

the intra-agent viewpoint (i.e. the agents taken as individuals capable of independent, 
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autonomous action in order to successfully carry out the tasks that would be delegated to 

them, with its own purpose/structure/technology) and inter-agent viewpoint (or social system, 

i.e. the  agents are viewed as part of a society, capable of interacting with agents in order to 

successfully carry out the tasks that we delegate to them). Interacting can be viewed under 

two concepts: i. the interacting among agents, like communications acts, and ii. the mutual 

dependences between agents and social relationships, or organizational relationship.  

Ferber uses the same classification of the sociology to distinguish three levels of organization 

that comes in multi-agent systems [Ferber 1999]:  

i. the micro-social level where one is essentially interested in the interactions 

between agents and in the various forms of links which exist between a small 

numbers of agents.  

ii. the level of groups, where one is interested in the intermediary structures 

which intervene in the composition of a more complete organization. At this 

level, one studies the differentiations of the roles and activities of the agents, 

the emergence of organizational of agents during the constitution of 

organizations. 

iii. the level of global societies (or population) where interest is mainly 

concentrated on the dynamics of a large number of agents, together with the 

general structure located on this level. 

In our work, the agent society has a small numbers of agents that interact between them to 

manage some useful global behavior. They can have different roles and perform activities, 

and are a unique group which is part of one organization. They work in a closed environmet.  

There are several areas of application in multi-agent systems (e.g problem solving, multi-

agent simulation, building artificial worlds) [Ferber 1999]. In this thesis we focus on the 

problem solving area, specifically distributed problem solving.  Our proposal uses the top-

down approach to construct the MAS. So, our organization is determined during design time, 

i.e. it does not emerge as agents interact. In other words, the agents do not have knowledge 

about the organization. The organization is defined by the designer during development. This 

approach was called AR type by Hübner and Sichman in [Hübner, Sichman 2003].  
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This interest in software agents has recently led to the development of new methodologies 

based on agent concepts. The next section discusses two of the most well-known of agent-

oriented methodologies. 

15.2 AGENT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE METHODOLOGIES 

The interest growth in software agents and multi-agent systems has recently led to the 

development of new methodologies based on agent concepts.  Modeling languages and 

methodologies such as, Gaia  [Zambonelli 2005], and Tropos [Castro,  Kolp, Mylopoulos, 

2002, Giorgini, et al. 2005, Silva et al. 2007a], among others have become the focus of the 

emerging area of agent-oriented software engineering.  These methodologies propose 

different approaches using agent concepts and techniques at various stages during the 

software development lifecycle. Although some authors in the literature consider  AUML 

[Odell et al. 2000] and AORML [Wagner 2003 ] methodologies, they are rather a modeling 

language than a methodology. This means the proposed models can be used in different ways, 

according to the adopted methodology. 

This section presents two of the best-known Agent-Oriented Methodologies. Tropos and Gaia 

are depicted in more detail because they were chosen as object of our study. Tropos is 

requirements-driven in the sense that it is based on concepts used during early requirements 

analysis.  

Last but not least, Tropos will be compared in terms of whether they support requirements 

management and if the agents’ properties discussed in the section 15.1 are satisfied by them. 

Then, an overview of the Gaia Methodologies will be presented. A vocabulary for agent will 

be presented in the section 15.3. 

15.2.1 Tropos Methodology 

Tropos is based on concepts used during early requirements analysis. To this end, it adopts 

the concepts offered by i* [Yu 1995] a modeling framework offering concepts such as actor, 

agent, position and role, as well as social dependencies among actors, including goal, 

softgoal, task and resource ones. 
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It is worth pointing out that the lack of documentation of links between artifacts may cause 

increased overtime in situations of system maintenance, validation and verification.  The 

Tropos framework, which is centered on requirements, is the natural candidate framework to 

be extended to support traceability.   

The proposed framework spans five phases of software development: 

Early requirements, concerned with the understanding of a problem by studying an 

existing organizational setting; the output of this phase is an organizational model which 

includes relevant actors and their respective goals; 

Late requirements, where the system-to-be is described within its operational 

environment, along with relevant functions and qualities; 

Architectural design, where the system’s global architecture is defined in terms of 

subsystems, interconnected through data and control flows; 

Detailed design, where each architectural component is defined in further detail in terms 

of inputs, outputs, control, and other relevant information. 

Implementation, where the detailed design specification must be followed step by step in 

order to implement the application and produce an executable release. To achieve it, an 

agent-oriented programming language such as  JACK [JACK 2005] or JADEX, [JADEx 

2006] 

In the sequel we review the phases, except the implementation phase, which is still under 

development, and discuss how traceability issues could be addressed. 

Early Requirements  

During early requirements analysis, the requirements engineer is supposed to capture and 

analyze the intentions of stakeholders. These are modeled as goals, which, through some form 

of a goal-oriented analysis, eventually lead to the functional and non-functional requirements 

of the system-to-be. Tropos uses i* to describe early requirements, which are assumed to 

involve social actors who depend on each other for goals to be achieved, tasks to be 

performed, and resources to be provided. The i* framework includes the Strategic 

Dependency (SD) model for describing the network of relationships among actors, as well as 

the Strategic Rationale (SR) model for describing and supporting the reasoning that each actor 

goes through. The framework has been presented in detail in [Yu 1995] and has been applied 
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to different application areas, including requirements engineering, business process 

reengineering, and software processes. 

A Strategic Dependency model is a graph where each node represents an actor, and each link 

between two actors indicates that one actor depends on the other for something in order that 

the former may attain some goal. 

We call the depending actor the depender and the actor who is depended upon the dependee. 

The object around which the dependency centers is called the dependum. By depending on 

another actor for a dependum, an actor is able to achieve goals that it is otherwise unable to 

achieve on its own, or not as easily. At the same time, the depender becomes vulnerable. If 

the dependee fails to deliver the dependum, the depender would be adversely affected in its 

ability to achieve its goals. Once the relevant stakeholders and their goals have been 

identified, a means-ends analysis determines how these goals (including softgoals) can 

actually be fulfilled through the contributions of other actors. 

Figure 15-1 presents the SD i* model for the Media Shop (borrowed from [Castro,  Kolp, 

Mylopoulos, 2002]. The Media Shop is a store selling and shipping different kinds of media 

items such as books, newspapers, magazines, audio CDs, and the like. The basic objective for 

its new system (called Medi@) is to allow an on-line customer to examine the items in the 

Medi@ Internet catalogue and place orders. The Medi@ system is used in our case study. 

Figure 15-1: i* Model for a Media Shop[Castro,  Kolp, Mylopoulos, 2002] 

As shown in Figure 15-1, actors are represented as circles; dependums – goals, softgoals, 

tasks and resources – are respectively represented as ovals, clouds, hexagons and rectangles; 

and dependencies have the form depender→ dependum →  dependee.  

Late requirements analysis 

Late requirements analysis results in a requirements specification document which describes 

all functional and non-functional requirements for the system-to-be. In Tropos, the software 
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system is represented as one or more actors, which participate in a strategic dependency 

model, along with other actors from the system’s operational environment. In other words, the 

system comes in to the picture as one or more actors, which contribute, to the fulfillment of 

stakeholder goals. 

Figure 15-2: Strategic Rational Model for Medi@ [Castro,  Kolp, Mylopoulos, 2002] 

Although a Strategic Dependency model provides hints about why processes are structured in 

a certain way, it does not sufficiently support the process of suggesting, exploring, and 

evaluating alternative solutions. That is the role of the Strategic Rationale model, which is a 

graph with four main types of nodes—goal, task, resource, and softgoal—and three main 

types of links—means-ends links, process decomposition links and contribution link. A 

Strategic Rationale graph describes the criteria in terms of which each actor selects among 

alternative dependency configurations. 

In Figure 15-2 we provide a description of our Media Shop example.  Observe that the actor 

representing the software to be, i.e., Medi@ is expanded to provide some more insights. An 

Internet Shop Managed root task to the softgoal Increase Market Share. That task is firstly 

refined into the Internet Order Handled and Item Searching Handled goals, Attract New 

Customer, Secure and Available softgoals, and Produce Statistics and Adaptation tasks. To 
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manage Internet order, Internet Order Handled is achieved through the Shopping Cart task 

that is decomposed into Select Item, Add Item, Check Out, and Get Identification Detail 

subtasks. The latter (task) is achieved either through Classic Communication Handled sub-

goal dealing with phone and fax orders or Internet Handled sub-goal managing secure or 

standard form orderings. To allow for the ordering of new items not listed in the catalogue, 

Select Item is also further refined into two alternative subtasks, one dedicated to select 

catalogued items, the other to preorder unavailable products. To provide sufficient support 

(represented in Figure 15-2 by the label “++”) to the Adaptable softgoal, Adaptation is refined 

into four subtasks dealing with catalogue updates, system evolution, interface updates and 

system monitoring. The Item Searching Handled goal might alternatively be fulfilled through 

Database Querying or Catalogue Consulting tasks with respect to customers’ navigating 

desiderata, i.e., searching with particular items in mind by using search functions or simply 

browsing the catalogued products. 

Architectural design 

The System architecture constitutes a relatively small, intellectually manageable model of 

system structure, which describes how system components work together. By now, in 

addition to classical architectural styles (e.g., [Shaw, Garlan 1996]), software architects have 

developed catalogues of style [IBM] such as Thin Web Client, Thick Web Client, Web 

Delivery for e-business applications. Unfortunately, these architectural styles focus only on 

web concepts, protocols and underlying technologies but fail to consider neither business 

processes nor non-functional requirements of the application. As a result, the organizational 

architecture styles are not described nor the conceptual high-level perspective of the e-

business application. Tropos has defined organizational architectural styles [Fuxman, et al.  

2001, Kolp, Giorgini, Mylopoulos 2006] for cooperative, dynamic and distributed 

applications like mutli-agent systems to guide the design of the system architecture. 

Organizational theory [Scott 1998] and strategic alliances [Gomes-Casseres 1996] study 

alternatives for (business) organizations. These alternatives are used to model the 

coordination of business stakeholders—individuals, physical or social systems—to achieve 

common goals. Using them, one can look at a software system as a social organization of 

coordinated autonomous components (or agents) that interact in order to achieve specific, 

common goals. Tropos adopts (some of) the styles defined in organizational theory and 

strategic alliances to design the architecture of the system, model them with i*, and specify 
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them in Telos [Mylopoulos et al. 2001]. Kolp in [Kolp, Giorgini, Mylopoulos 2006] briefly 

discuss ten common organizational styles: flat structure, structure-in-5, pyramid, joint 

venture, bidding, takeover, arm’s-length, hierarchical contracting, vertical integration and 

co-optation. 

The evaluation of the styles can be done with respect to software quality attributes identified 

as relevant for distributed and open architectures such as multiagent ones.  The quality 

attributes are: 1:Predictability; 2:Security; 3:Adaptability; 4:Cooperativity; 5:Competitivity; 

6:Availability; 7:Integrity; 8:Modularity and   9:Aggregability. 1 

In the example, three (soft) goals were left (Availability, Security, Adaptability) in the late 

requirements model. The first goal is Availability because system agents can automatically 

decide at run-time which catalogue browser, shopping cart and order processor architecture fit 

best customer needs or navigator/platform specifications. Moreover, different search engines 

could be included, reflecting different search techniques, and let the system dynamically 

choose the most appropriate. The second key softgoal in the late requirements specification is 

Security. To fulfill it, system’s architecture could support a number of security strategies and 

let the system decide at run-time which one is the most appropriate, taking into account 

environment configurations, web browser specifications and network protocols used. The 

third goal is Adaptability, meaning that catalogue content, database schema, and architectural 

model can be dynamically extended or modified to integrate new and future web-related 

technologies. These software quality attributes (Availability, Security, Adaptability) could 

guide the selection process of the appropriate architectural style.  

The Joint Venture architectural style is the better solution in this case. The system was 

decomposed into three principal partners (Store Front, Billing Processor and Back Store) 

controlling themselves on a local dimension and exchanging, providing and receiving 

services, data and resources with each other. 

Recall (see Figure 15-1) that the availability, adaptability and security goals were chosen to 

drive the selection of the architecture. For example the goal availabitlity was proposed to 

allow system agents to automatically decide at run-time which catalogue browser, shopping 

                                                 
 
1 A full description of such attributes is presented in  [Kolp, Castro , Mylopoulos 2001]. 
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cart and order processor architecture would fit best customer needs or navigator/platform 

specifications (further details in [Castro,  Kolp, Mylopoulos, 2002]).  

Detailed design 

The Detailed Design phase is intended to introduce additional details for each architectural 

component of a system. In our case, this includes actor communication and actor behavior. To 

support this phase, the initial version of Tropos proposes to adopt existing agent 

communication languages like FIPA-ACL [Labrou, Finin, Peng 1999] or KQML [Finin  

1997], message transportation mechanisms and other concepts and tools. One possibility was 

to adopt extensions to UML, like AUML, the Agent Unified Modeling Language [Bauer 2001 

and Odell et al. 2000] proposed by  FIPA (Foundation for Physical Intelligent Agents) and the 

OMG Agent Work group.   

A new version of detailed design is proposed by [Silva 2007]. An agency metamodel was 

defined to capture the features of agency at MAS design level. Also  a MAS modeling 

notation was proposed. It  supports the specification of six views of MAS detailed design: 

architectural, communication, environmental, intentional, rationale and plan. It also defines 

and formalizes a detailed design process using the SPEM notation [SPEN 2005]. This process 

guides the use of the MAS modeling notation and supports selection and application of social 

patterns. To select the proper social patterns the developer must understand a specific design 

problem of an application and analyze each social pattern description to find one or more 

patterns which can solve the application problem. The process for using the chosen social 

patterns corresponds to an aspect weaving process, where the social patterns concerns are 

combined with the agent roles composing the system [Silva et al. 2007b]. 

Tropos is based on intentional and social concepts, and as well as on early requirements 

analysis. The modeling framework views software from five complementary perspectives: 

• Social – who are the relevant actors? What do they want? What are their obligations? 

What are their capabilities? 

• Intentional – what are the relevant goals and how do they interrelate? How are they 

being met, and on what do the actors depend? 

• Communicational – how the actors communicate and how can they interact with each 

other? 
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• Process-oriented – what are the relevant business/computer processes? Who is 

responsible for what? 

• Object-oriented – what are the relevant objects and classes? What are their inter-

relationships? 

Tropos proposes to adopt the same concepts used in requirements modeling research, for 

describing requirements and system design models in order to narrow the semantic gap 

between them.  

15.2.2 Gaia 

Gaia is intended to allow an analyst to go systematically from a statement of requirements to a 

design that is so detailed that it can be implemented directly [Wooldridge, Jennings, Kinny  

2000], [Zambonelli 2005]. But, the requirements need to be specified, so it is necessary to use 

another methodology to define them. Analysis and design can be thought of as a process of 

developing increasingly detailed models of the system to be constructed. (Figure 15-3). 

Gaia uses organizational concepts for complex system development. The environment, roles, 

interactions, organizational rules and organizational structures abstractions are used reducing 

the conceptual distance between the software system and the real world. To capture these 

abstractions types, Gaia uses a model form each one (Figure 15-3) (e.g. the environment 

model is used to model the environment explicitly.  The organizational rules express the 

constraints that the actual organization will have to respect. The organizational structures  

model captures the interaction patterns and the control regime of the organization’s activities. 

In Gaia, besides roles and interactions, the environment, organizational rules and 

organizational structures are viewed as a first-class abstraction. 

GAIA provides an agent-specific set of concepts through which a software engineer can 

understand and model complex systems. In particular, GAIA encourages a developer to think 

of building agent-based systems as a process of organizational design. The main GAIA 

concepts can be divided into two categories: abstract and concrete. Abstract entities are those 

used during analysis to conceptualise the system, but which do not necessarily have any 

direct realisation within the system. Concrete entities, in contrast, are used within the design 
process, and will typically have direct counterparts in the run-time system. 
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Figure 15-3: Models of the Gaia Methodology and their Relations in the Gaia Process 

 [Zambonelli 2005] 

Analysis 

The objective of the analysis stage is to develop an understanding of the system and its 

structure (without referring to any implementation detail). This understanding is captured in 

the system’s organization. The environment and organizational rules are identified as well as 

a preliminary role and interaction models. 

Design 

The aim in Gaia is to transform the analysis models into a sufficiently low level of abstraction 

that traditional design techniques (including object-oriented techniques) may be applied in 

order to implement agents. To put it in another way, Gaia is concerned with how a society of 
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agents cooperates to realise the system-level goals, and what is required of each individual 

agent in order to do this. The design is divided in two phases: architectural design and 

detailed design. 

Architectural Design 

The Gaia architectural design involves generating three models (see Figure 15-3): the 

organizational structure model, which uses the organizational patterns as base, the role model 

and interaction model. 

A role is defined by four attributes: responsibilities, permissions, activities, and protocols. 

Responsibilities determine functionality and, as such, are perhaps the key attribute associated 

to a role. An example responsibility associated with the role of company president might be 

calling the shareholders meeting every year. Responsibilities are divided into two types: 

liveness properties and safety properties. The former intuitively state that something good 

happens. They describe those states of affairs that an agent must bring about, given certain 

environmental conditions. In contrast, safety properties are invariants. In other words, a safety 

property states that nothing bad happens (i.e., that an acceptable state of affairs is maintained 

across all states of execution). In order to realise responsibilities, a role has a set of 

permissions, which are the rights associated with a role. They identify the resources that are 

available to that role in order to realise its responsibilities. Permissions tend to be information 

resources. For example, a role might have associated with it the ability to read a particular 

item of information, or to modify another piece of information. A role can also have the 

ability to generate information.  

The activities of a role are computations associated with it that may be carried out by the 

agent itself. Finally, a role is also identified with a number of protocols, which define the way 

that it can interact with other roles. For example, a seller role might have the protocols Dutch 

and English auctions associated with it, whereas the Contract Net Protocol [Wooldridge 2002] 

might be associated with the roles manager and contractor. Thus, the organization model can 

be refined into two further models: the roles model and the interaction model.  

- The roles model identifies the key roles in the system, and has the characteristics (attributes) 

described above.  

- The interaction model captures de dependencies and relationship between the various roles 

and represents them by links between roles. This model consists of a set of protocol 
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definitions, one for each type of inter-role interaction. Here a protocol can be viewed as an 

institutionalised pattern of interaction. That is, a pattern of interaction that has been formally 

defined and abstracted away from any particular sequence of execution steps.  

 

The Gaia design process involves generating three models (see Figure 15-3). The agent model 
identifies the agent types that will make up the system, and the agent instances that will be 

instantiated from these types. The services model identifies the main services that are required 

to realise the agent’s role. Finally, the acquaintance model documents the lines of 

communication between the different agents.  

Detailed Design 

In this phase are defined the agent model and the service model. The agent model documents 

the various agent types that will be used in the system under development and the agent 

instances that will realise these agent types at run-time. An agent type is best thought of as a 

set of agent roles. It is defined using a simple agent type tree, in which leaf nodes correspond 

to roles, (as defined in the roles model), and other nodes correspond to agent types. If an agent 

type t1 has children t2 and t3, then this means that t1 is composed of the roles that make up t2 

and t3.  

The aim of the services model is to identify the services associated with each agent role, and 

to specify the main properties of these services.  In this context, service means the function of 

the agent. A service is a coherent block of activity in which an agent will engage. It should be 

clear that every activity identified at the analysis stage will correspond to a service, though 

not every service will correspond to an activity.  

We observe that Gaia makes an important distinction between the analysis (dealing with 

abstract concepts) and the design (dealing with concrete concepts) processes, and provides 

several models to be used at each phase. 

Gaia was based on object-oriented concepts, but it adds the notion of virtual organization of 

agents in the last version [Zambonelli 2005]. The analysis and design process is similar to the 

process of constructing a society of agents, defining the role and capabilities of each 

individual agent, and the way the society of agents is structured, as well as its environment 

and organizational rules and organizational structure. 
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It is worth noting that, in spite of Zambonelli and colleagues [Zambonelli 2005; Zambonelli, 

Jennings, Wooldridge 2003] having extended Gaia introducing news abstractions to make it 

suitable for open multiagent systems, it still does not deal with traceability. 

Agent paradigm can be used in several ways. But, until now there is not a commonly agreed 

vocabulary. Frequently, the same term is use with different meanings. Next section presents 

the agent vocabulary used in this work. 

15.3 AN AGENT VOCABULARY FOR TRACEABILITY REFERENCE 

MODEL  

The majority of reference models, found in the literature, focus on the implementation level. 

For instance, [Modi et al. 2006] presents a reference model that defines a framework, platform 

and host layers, which mediate between the software agents and the external environment.  

However, in order to express more abstract concepts of agent paradigm, it is necessary to 

describe a uniform and consistent vocabulary for these terms to successfully build our 

traceability reference model. To achieve this objective, we propose the following vocabulary. 

Agent is an entity that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors or acting 

upon that environment through actuators [Guizzardi 2006]. Agent is further categorized into:  

World Agent is an agent with concrete, physical manifestations, such as a human 

individual or hardware/software,  also called Agent-in-the-world [Yu 2002].  

Software Agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment and 

capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objective, 

also called agent-as-software [Yu 2002]. 

There are several organization definitions in the MAS literature. Some of them are agent 

centered and other group organization centered. In the former there is not an explicitly 

representation of the organization, (thus it is called observed organization). The later views 

the organization exist in an objective way, it is called institutionalized organization [Hübner, 

Sichman 2003].The organization has the following characteristics: organizational goals, 

organizational structure (topology, role hierarchy, interactions, and social norms), 

organizational dynamics (i.e. agents joing the ortganizational, role enactment, agent’s life 
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cycle, behaviour control), and organizational environment [Argente, Julian, Botti 2006]. In 

this thesis we do not consider the organizational dynamics and organizational environment 

characteristics.  

Organization is a set of roles that stand in certain relationships to one another to produce 

a unit (i.e the system) and it is regulated by norms. In this thesis the organization structure of 

the system is static, in that inter-agent relationships do not change at run-time. 

Role is an abstract characterization of agent behavior within a particular organizational 

context. It has permissions, resources, and one or more goals.  

Goal is information that describes situations that are desirable – for example being at the 

passenger’s destination [Russell, Norvig 2003].  

Plan is a sequence of actions ordered by the set of beliefs to achieve a particular goal 

[Guizzardi 2006].  

Resource represents a physical or an informational entity that a particular agent wants 

and another agent can deliver [Guizzardi 2006].  

Right corresponds to the things an agent is allowed to do when it plays a role [Guizzardi 

2006]. 

Belief corresponds to the information an agent has about the environment it is located in 

[Guizzardi 2006]. 

Intention represents the commitment an agent has to performing certain actions to 

achieved goals. 

Norms defines the general and global (supra-role) constraints requirements for the proper 

instantiation and execution of MAS that the actual organization will have to respect 

[Guizzardi 2006]. It also expresses the information about how the organization is expected to 

work [Zambonelli, Jennings, Omicini 2001, Zambonelli, Jennings, Wooldridge 2001, 

Zambonelli 2005]. 

Dependency: is a kind of relationship which occurs as two agents have an effect upon one 

another indicating that one role depends, for some reason, on the other in order to do 

something, and there is a commitment between them. The type of dependency without 
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commitment is not considered in this proposal. The depending agent is called depender and 

the agent who is depended upon the dependee. The object around which the dependency 

relationship centres is called the dependum [Yu 1995]. For Mao and Yu, a dependency 

exists to attain some goal, execute some plan or deliver a resource [Mao, Yu 2004]. Four 

types of dependencies are distinguished for indicating the nature of the freedom and control in 

the relationship between two agents regarding a dependum. 

Goal-Dependency:  the depender depends on the dependee to bring about a 

certain state of affairs in the world. The dependum is expressed as an assertional 

statement. The dependee is free to decided how to act, and is expected to make 

whatever decisions that are necessary to achieve the goal (the dependum). 

Plan-Dependency: the depender depends on the dependee to carry out an 

activity. The dependum names a task which specifies how the task is to be performed, 

but not why. The depender has already made decisions about how the task is to be 

performed.  

Resource-Dependency: the depender depends on the dependee for the 

availability of an entity (physical or informational). By establishing this dependency, 

the depender gains the ability to use this entity as a resource. A resource is the finished 

product of some deliberation-action process. In a resource dependency, it is assumed 

that there are no open issues to be addressed or decisions to be made. 

Softgoal-Dependence: a depender depends on the dependee to perform some 

task that meets a softgoal. A softgoal is similar to a goal except that the criteria of 

success are not sharply defined a priori. The meaning of the softgoal is elaborated in 

terms of the methods that are chosen in the course of pursuing the goal. The depender 

decides what constitutes satisfactory attainment of the goal, but does so with the 

benefit of the dependee’s knowhow. 

It is worth remarking, that we use dependence as a structural relation and not as a reasoning 

mechanism. The definition is based on the concepts defined by Guizzardi in [Guizzardi 2006]. 

Dependency as a social reasoning mechanism can be found in [Sichman et al. 1994], but it is 

outside of the scope of this thesis. 
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15.4 SUMMARY   

Adopting agents as our paradigm of development, the world will be viewed as a set of 

autonomous task-oriented entities (agents) interacting with each other in a high-level (e.g via 

co-operation, coordination of activities, negotiations), leading to possibly very articulated 

organizations (e.g. markets, teams). This is different from the traditional way, where the 

world is viewed as a set of functional-oriented entities (i.e. objects or components) interacting 

in a client-server way in the context of static architectures [Cernuzzi, Cossentino, Zambonelli 

2005]. So, a new set of software engineering abstractions are required. These abstractions are 

created to enable developers to engineer such systems in a robust, reliable, and repeatable 

way. This chapter introduced the concepts of agent oriented software engineering.  

Besides been a technology, the agent and multiagent system represent a new paradigm for 

software development [Zambonelli 2005, Wooldridge 2002]. New methodologies have been 

proposed, built around agent-specific abstractions and specifically tailored to analyse and 

design MASs. We described two  agent oriented methodologies, Tropos and Gaia. 

The organizational abstractions, assumptions, concepts, and models in these methodologies 

are used in different ways. We claim that it is necessary to have a clear vocabulary agent. A 

key contribution presented in this chapter was the agent vocabulary. This enables us to 

evaluate, adjust and combine the notions adopted in the literature by the agent for our 

traceability reference model. Besides this, it helps the software engineer to find the necessary 

information to be traceable in MAS. By using it, we can register the social and individual 

aspects of the agent to improve the communication between stakeholders as well as to help to 

promote the reuse of domain knowledge. 

Our proposal aims to enhance the Tropos methodology to support traceability. To achieve this 

goal, we will be extending the general traceability reference model of Toranzo to be applied 

in the context of agent-oriented development [Castor, et al.  2004, Castro, et al. 2003 ]. 
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Chapter 4 

An Approach to support Traceability in 

Tropos  

 

 

Traceability of software artifacts is an important factor for supporting 

various activities in the software development process. It is especially 

important for improving the quality of software systems. When agent 

technology is included, new issues should be considered in software 

development. We claim that in order to  support traceability in agent-

oriented software systems, it  is important to have a good reference model 

and a  process specific for this paradigm. 

This chapter presents our proposal for applying traceability to agent 

oriented development during late requirements and architectural design 

phases of Ttropos.   

 

16 AN APPROACH TO SUPPORT TRACEABILITY IN TROPOS  
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16.1 INTRODUCTION 

As system development becomes more complex, it is paramount to be able to support 

traceability. Furthermore, requirements traceability has been recognized as an important 

prerequisite for developing and maintaining high quality software. It is intended to ensure 

continued alignment between stakeholder requirements and various outputs of the system 

development process [Spanoudakis, Zisman 2005]. 

In particular we are working on a traceability approach targeted at Agent Oriented Software 

Engineering (AOSE). From the Requirements Engineering perspective, we extend on Tropos 

to support traceability [Pinto, Silva,  Castro 2005a; and Pinto, Silva,  Castro 2005b]. In doing 

so we propose a systematic process that uses a reference model and guidelines as a partial 

solution of our traceability approach.  As discussed in section 14.2, traceability relations are 

group in two categories: product-related and process-related relations [Ramesh, Jarke 2001]. 

In this work, we consider the product-related relations. 

A   MAS can be seen as a society of agents, where the mutual interactions between agents 

with their environment leads to a useful global behavior [Zambonelli, Jennings, Omicini 

2001].  For the purposes of our thesis, the agent society has a small number of agents that 

interact in order to coordinate tasks and thus manage some useful global behaviour. Within a 

society, agents can have different roles and activities, and compose a group which is part of 

one organization. In particular, we consider that organizations are composed of cognitive 

agents – and will focus our traceability approach on their autonomy and cooperation. 

Cognitive agents are goal-oriented and play roles defined by the designer.They work in a 

closed environment. MAS may be described by abstracting three fundamental concepts: i. the 

agents, in the individual view point; ii. The interactions among agents; and iii. The mutual 

dependences between agents and the organizational relations [Ferber 1999; Zambonelli, 

Jennings, Wooldridge 2001]. Itens ii and iii are two different levels of social interactions. The 

item ii covers the types of communication used among the agents, such as the communication 

acts, which is not considered here. However, the dependencies between them are considered.  

The agent can be considered according to two points of view: abstract agent (view as a role), 

and concrete agent (considering the agent architecture) [Silva et al. 2004]. In this thesis we 

use the abstract agent view (i.e. the role based view), considering that each agent only plays 
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one role. Hence, our traceability approach aims to answer the following questions (with 

respect to each agent): 

• Which goals it is responsible for; 

• Which plans it executes to achieve its goals; 

• Which roles it dependes on; 

• Which resources are available so that the role realises its goals, and which of these it is 

responsible for. 

In order to ensure a better understanding of all stakeholders, the notions of agent, their 

characteristics and abilities must be well defined in order to use the same concept throughout 

all the phases of the software development process. In order to clarify the understanding of 

these concepts we use the agent vocabulary described in 15.3.  

There are wide variations on the format and content of traceability information across 

different system development efforts (see Chapter 2). In order to provide, a better 

understanding of the traceability process, we should define the use of types of traceability 

relations and a reference model.  In fact, a reference model aids the construction of a 

requirements traceability scheme [Toranzo 2002]. Most approaches available in the literature 

are of general purpose, and as such they are not associated to any specific methodology of 

development [Scheer 1998]. To the best of our knowledge none of them address the specific 

issues raised by the agent oriented paradigm as such as its autonomy and cooperation to solve 

problems.  

The key abstraction involved in the agent-oriented paradigm differs from traditional software 

development. For example, during object-oriented development tangible things, 

organizations, roles, events, and interactions are classified as an object. In agent-oriented 

development these elements should be clearly distinguished and treated differently 

[Zambonelli, Jennings, Omicini 2001]. In this thesis, we extend Toranzo’s approach to 

address this. 

In section 16.3 we define a traceability metamodel which has the objective of clarifying some 

of the common relationships found in Agent Oriented development. Then, in section 16.4 we 

propose a traceability reference model. It helps developers to find information that should be 

considered to be traced and which relation is necessary between them. 
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We divided the metamodel and reference model in two packages called kernel traceability 

and agency traceability. The former represents Toranzo’s models and the latter the extension 

necessary to satisfy the needs of Agent Oriented development. Section 4.5 presents how the 

traceability reference model can be described by tables and matrixes. Last but not least, in 

section 16.6 we outline a process for guiding the creation of traceability matrixes in 

connection with Tropos. In this chapter, we present the Media shop as an example to describe 

our approach. 

16.2 MEDIA SHOP  

Media Shop is a store selling and shipping different kinds of media items such as books, 

newspapers, magazines, audio CDs, videotapes and the like.  Media Shop customers (on-site 

or remote) can use a periodically updated catalogue describing available media items to 

specify their order. To increase market share, Media Shop has decided to open up a B2C retail 

sales front on the Internet. The system has been called Medi@ and is available on the world-

wide-web using communication facilities provided by Telecom Cpy. It also uses financial 

services supplied by Bank Cpy. The basic objective for the new system is to allow on-line 

customers to examine the items in the Medi@ Internet catalogue, and place orders. 

The description provided previously is sufficient for producing a model of an organizational 

environment (For details, see [Giorgini, et al. 2005]). During this phase the customer’s 

requirements of the Customer were identified. They were:  Browse catalogue to look up the 

media items available, Search media item by keyword, place order and Buy media items. 

Moreover, customers would like to do all these with security. Having understood the 

organizational setting, one can now decide to develop a software system to support it, i.e. a 

system that processes internet orders (Figure 16-1). In the late requirements phase we extend 

the conceptual model developed during early requirements to include the system-to-be, i.e., 

the Media@ which will have as goal process internet orders.  

As late requirements analysis proceeds, Medi@ is given additional responsibilities, and ends 

up as the dependee of several dependencies including Availability, Security and Adaptability 

softgoals (Figure 16-1). For more details see [Giorgini, et al. 2005]. 
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Figure 16-1: Strategic Dependency (SD) Diagram for Medi@ System 

 After a means-ends analysis of the Medi@ actor, we define the Strategic Rationale (SR) 

model (Figure 16-2). At this point, we introduce softgoal contributions to model 

sufficient/partial positive (respectively ++ and +) or negative (respectively – and -) support to 

Security, Availability, and Adaptability softgoals (Figure 16-2). 

LegendLegend
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Figure 16-2: Strategic Rationale (SR) diagram for Medi@ 

The software quality attributes (Availability, Security, and Adaptability), which were 

highlighted in the late requirements phase, will guide the selection process of the appropriate 
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architectural style. Kolp in [Kolp, Giorgini, Mylopoulos 2006] presents ten common 

organizational architectural styles: flat structure, structure-in-5, pyramid, joint venture, 

bidding, takeover, arm’s-length, hierarchical contracting, vertical integration and co-

optation. The Joint Venture architectural style is the best solution in this case. The system is 

then decomposed into three principal partners (Store Front, Billing Processor and Back Store) 

exchanging, providing and receiving services, data and resources with each other on a local 

dimension (Figure 16-3). They are controlled and coordinated by the  Joint Manager, which 

plays a joint management role that manages the system on a global dimension. The Store 

Front is responsible to interact with Custumer providing a usable front-end web application. 

The Store Front architecture is shown in Figure 16-4, and the details of the Shopping Cart in 

Figure 16-5.  

 
Figure 16-3: Strategic Dependency Diagram of the Architectural model for Medi@ 

 
Figure 16-4: Strategic Dependency (SD) Diagram of the Architectural model for Store Front 
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Figure 16-5: Strategic Rationale (SR) diagram for Shopping Cart  

In the next section we define the agent relations types using traceability metamodel. 

16.3 TRACEABILITY METAMODEL 

Although the developers agree on the importance of tracing between the artifacts, until now,  

to the best of our knowledge, the metamodels for traceability did not take into account the 

agent view.  Our metamodel is based on the MOF (Meta Object Facility) [MOF 2003] which 

is used to describe metadata. Particularly, the aim of our metamodel is to construct a class like 

diagram to express a traceability reference model for agent oriented development. To do so, 

we define a set of traceability relations between software artifacts. The metamodel helps to 

clarify the need for new relations required for the agent paradigm. 

In general, traceability relations are not properly defined, leading to inconsistent 

interpretations by different stakeholders during the software development life cycle. It is not 

different when we use agent-orientation.  

The approach that we take (see Figure 16-6) is to extend the work of [Toranzo 2002]. Hence 

we end up with some kernel element (the so called Kernel traceability metamodel) which 
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were present in the Toranzo’s work, together with some agency elements specific for agents 

(part of the agency traceability metamodel package). 

 

Figure 16-6: Traceability metamodel 

Toranzo’s metamodel defines the basic elements with requirements traceability model. It is 

described in terms of a UML class diagram [Booch, Rumbaug, Jacobson 2005], of these 

elements. To do this, the aggregation and generalization relations of UML are used together 

with other design elements defined by Toranzo explicitly for traceability. However, new 

relations must be considered in agent-oriented development to express their autonomy, as 

well as the cooperation between agents. In the following, we   describe both metamodels: the 

kernel traceability metamodel and agency traceability metamodel. 

16.3.1 Kernel Traceability metamodel 

In this section we describe the Toranzos’ metamodel [Toranzo 2002]. To facilitate 

understanding, we highlight the relevant attributes of each class. In Figure 16-7, we can 

observe that two types of elements are possible:  GeneralizableElement or Relationship. 

GeneralizableElement classifies and categorizes the instances of Class in subclass if the 

specialization was used, or as super-class in case of use generalization. It 

represents different parts, entities, and objects in software artefacts that are traceable which 

instance is represented by ei.  Class is a set of elements that share a common structure and a 

common behavior.  
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Figure 16-7: Kernel Traceability Metamodel [Toranzo 2002] 

Relationship is a connection between elements. It can be of two types: Generalization, and 

Association. Generalization is a hierarchy where the superclass represents generalization and 

subclasses represent specializations; thus by using this type of relation (link) we can define 

how an element can be refined by other elements. Association denotes a semantic dependency 

among two elements, one being the origin and the other the destination. So, the direction of 

the traceability relation is explicitly specified. Multiplicity is an association property, that  

denotes how many things may be connected across an instance of an association. Aggregation 

and Allocation are types of association.  

Aggregation denotes a hierarchy, with the ability to navigate from the whole to its parts.  In 

traceability, it is used to identify how complex elements of a system can be broken down into 

components or how elements can be combined to form other elements. Likewise, Allocation 

is a simple association used to designate a portion of system resources for a particular task or 

operation. 
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The reasoning behind the association is captured by a special kind of association called 

AssociationClass. It has class properties represented by AssociationClassProperties, i.e., it  

connects a set of elements and defines a set of features that belong to the relationship itself. It 

has two properties: Degree and Tree. Degree denotes the level of satisfaction of the 

association (e.g. High, Low), and Tree denotes how the association is satisfied (i.e. a tree with 

the same semantic of logical connectives AND and OR). AssociationClass is used in 

traceability to increase the semantic of relationships. The types of AssociationClass are 

Satisfiability, Representation, Relate, and I. The matricial representation of an association is a 

tuple whose structure varies according to the association type [Toranzo 2002]. 

Traceability information can be represented using traceability matrixes, which relate 

requirements to stakeholders, to other requirements or to design modules [Sommerville 2007]. 

For the sake of simplicity, in this work the traceability information is represented by matrixes. 

As already shown (section 14.3.2), the notation used to represent the proposed associations is 

based on UML (Unified Modeling Language) stereotypes.  

Both the traceability matrix and the reference model are the concrete syntaxes that we chose 

for the metamodel used in this work. In the following we describe the reference model, and in 

the section 16.5 we show how the relations of the traceability reference model can be 

represented by matrixes. 

All binary associations are represented by an arrow with a label indicating the association 

type. Both, the arrow and the label form the concrete syntax of the association ( see Figure 

16-8). Some authors refer to the association type as a relation type, so we use these 

expressions interchangeable. 

Figure 16-8: Concrete syntax for association 

In the example below (see Figure 16-9), Plan is the origin class and Belief is the destination 

class. The properties of multiplicity are represented by 1..* and 0..*. This association was 

called constrained by designer, it corresponds to the attribute name of meta-class element. It 

is of satisfiability association type. 

 
Figure 16-9: Example association type 

<<association type>>
name

<<association type>>
name
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The relations types described before can be summarized as follows: 

Aggregation: is an association that models a “whole-part” relationship, in which one class 

that represents a larger thing, name whole, which consist of smaller things, called parts. 

Generalization: is a relationship between a general thing and a more specific kind of that 

thing.  

Satisfiability: the element e1 satisfies an element e2, if e1 meets the expectations, needs, 

and desires of e2; or e1 complies with a condition represented by e2.  

Figure 16-9 is an example of this type. The constrained association indicates that the 

Belief of the agent order the actions on the plan. 

Relate: the element e1 is related to element e2, if the existence of e1 relies on the existence 

of e2 that is changes in e2 have to be reflected in e1. 

Figure 16-10 shows that zero or more tests are related to a program. 

 

Figure 16-10: Relate relation 

Responsibility: represents associations between requirements artifacts and stakeholders 

that have contributed to the generation of the requirements.  

Figure 16-11 indicates that a stakeholder can be responsible for the requirements. 

 

Figure 16-11: Responsibility relation 

Representation: e1 represents e2 if e1 is an alternative way of describing   e2. 

Figure 16-12 indicates that a diagram can be an alternative way to represent the 

requirement. 

 

Figure 16-12: Representation relation 

In order to cater for agent oriented software development, traceability metamodel, has to be 

extended. Hence, new relation types are added. 
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16.3.2 Agency Traceability metamodel 

In order to capture the cooperation and autonomy of the agents some relation types are needed 

to be created (dependent, ownership, realization and resource). This model was created as the 

result of studying of the works of Eric YU and colleagues [Yu, Mylopoulos 1994, Yu 2001, 

Yu 2002], Renata Guizzardi [Guizzardi 2006], Franco Zambonelli and colleagues 

[Zambonelli, Jennings, Wooldridge 2001] and Toranzo [Toranzo 2002]. Another novel 

contribution of our work is the treatment of NFR. We added the contribution relation type to 

be used in connection with non-functional requirements [Chung, Nixon, Yu, Mylopoulos 

2000], represented by soft-goals in our work.  Figure 16-13 shows the agency traceability 

metamodel. 

 

Figure 16-13: Agency Traceability Metamodel. 

AssociationClass is a special kind of association that captures the reasoning behind the 

association defined by Toranzo (section 16.3.1). The additional subtypes of AssociationClass 

are Dependent, Ownership, Realization, Resource, and Contribution.  Ownership, Realization, 

Resource, and Contribution are binary association. The Dependent association is ternary. 

We have shown (in section 16.3.1), that the binary association is represented by an arrow with 

a label indicating the association type [Figure 16-9].  

 Hence, our agency traceability metamodel covers the following types of relations:  

Ownership: the element e1 owns element e2 if e2 is part of e1’s mental state, which refers 

to categories or classification of the knowledge that an agent maintains [Shoham 1990]. 
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In this work, mental states consist of intentions, believes and goals. Figure 16-14 shows 

that the Agent can play a role which has a hard-goal. Hence, this hard-goal will be part of 

the mental state of the agent. 

 
Figure 16-14: Ownership relation 

Realization:  the element e1 realizes the element e2 if e1 executes e2. In agent traceability 

this relationship can be used to capture plans that a role can execute. 

Figure 16-15 shows that the  Role executes one or more instances of the Plan class. 

 

Figure 16-15: Realization relation 

Resource: this specifies a dependence of resource (informational or physical) between the 

elements. In agent traceability, it helps to identify which resources the role, played by the 

agent, uses or controls. 

Figure 16-16 shows that the instance of Resource can be used by one or more instances of 

the Role class. 

 

Figure 16-16: Resource relation 

Contribution: the element e1 contributes to satisfy an element e2, if e1 meets the 

expectations, needs, and desires of e2 which are associated with a value. Thus, this 

contribution is subject to interpretation.   The contribution can be positive or negative, 
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with various degrees (e.g fully or partially sufficient). In agent traceability, it helps to 

identify which plans satisfy   (fully or partially) the softgoal. 

Figure 16-17 represents that the instances of the Plan class contributes to the realization 

of the softgoal in a positive/negative way. 

 
Figure 16-17: Contribution relation 

Dependent: used to identify how the agents can cooperate to fulfill their goal or global 

goals. It is a ternary association. A concrete syntax for this association is shown in Figure 

16-18. 

Figure 16-18: Concrete syntax for dependent association. 

Figure 16-19 shows an example of the dependent association, where there is a hard-goal 

dependency between two roles. The depending role is called depender and the role who is 

depended upon the dependee. This association was called dependum  by designer, it 

corresponds the attribute name of meta-class element. 

 

Figure 16-19: Example dependent association type. 

 
Ownership, Realization and Dependent relations capture the following characteristics of 

agents: mental states, autonomy and cooperation. Mental states are intentions, believes and 

goals. Intention and belief change according to the goal information available. Autonomy is 

the capability of the agent to operate without the direct intervention of humans or others, and 

<<dependent>>

dependee

depender

dependum
<<dependent>>

dependee

depender

<<dependent>>

dependee

depender

dependum
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have some kind of control over their actions and internal state. Cooperation is the capability 

of interacting with other agents to solve problems that are beyond the capabilities of an 

individual agent.  

Traceability metamodel defines the language in which traceability models can be created. In 

the sequel, our traceability reference model is defined, which can be customized within the 

scope defined by the metamodel. Some authors refer the association type as a relation type, so 

from now these terms will be used with the same meaning. 

After the definition of common relationships necessary for traceability we can now propose a 

reference model. 

16.4 TRACEABILITY REFERENCE MODEL 

Traceability reference models help developers to find information that should be considered 

to be traced and which relation is necessary between them. Besides system’s requirements, 

traceability in agent-oriented software development should deal with the two further aspects: 

agent design and society design. In order to achieve this goal, we use Toranzo’s reference 

model as base [Toranzo 2002], which is represented by the Kernel traceability reference 

model package, and provide elements specific for agent orientation, described in Agency 

traceability reference model  package (Figure 16-20). 

 

 

Figure 16-20: Traceability reference model. 

The Kernel traceability reference model and the Agency traceability reference model are 

described bellow. The names of generalizable elements are written in CAPITAL letters, and 
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instances of relationships are underlined in the explanation text that follows. When it is 

necessary to use the name of the type, italics is used. 

16.4.1 Kernel Traceability Reference Model 

Toranzo’s reference model was described in section 14.3.2. Figure 16-21 presents a general 

view of his reference model. Observe that now, STAKEHOLDER also takes in consideration 

hardware/software that interacts with the system. 
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Figure 16-21: Kernel Traceability Reference model 

INFORMATION represents things that are traceable. The recursive relate relation of 

INFORMATION is inherited by its sub elements and the satisfiability relation between it and 

CONSTRAINT element entails thet all sub elements related with INFORMATION should 

obey the imposed constraints so that the system could be implemented. The contribution 

relation between the INFORMATION and STAKEHOLDER elements express the 
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stakeholders that contribute or are responsible for the development of diagrams, programs, 

requirements, etc.    

INFORMATION is specialized into ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVE and SYSTEM 

OBJECTIVE.  

Using these specializations it is possible to define how the software system fulfils the 

organizational goals, why it is necessary, what are the possible alternatives, what are the 

implications to the involved parts. 

We can now move on to describe the concepts that are required when dealing with agent 

oriented software development. 

16.4.2 Agency Traceability Reference Model 

In order to cope explicitly with agent oriented development we have proposed a specific 

reference model (see Figure 16-22). In the sequence we describe it in detail. 

AGENT is generalizable elements that represent the root of the traceability reference model. 

AGENT is an entity that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors or 

acting upon that environment through actuators.  

AGENTS possess BELIEFs and INTENTIONs. BELIEF corresponds to the information an 

agent has about the environment it is located in. It orders the PLANs. PLAN is a sequence of 

actions constrained by the set of BELIEFS to accomplish a particular HARD GOAL. 

INTENTION represents the commitment an AGENT has when performing certain actions. 

GOAL is INFORMATION that describes situations that are desirable. It can be SOFTGOAL 

or HARDGOAL  [Yu, Mylopoulos 1994]. It is refined-into sub-goals – represented by part-of 

association. 
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Figure 16-22: Agency Traceability Reference model. 

AGENT plays ROLEs. ROLE is an abstract characterization of agent behavior within a 

particular organizational context. It has permissions, resources, and one or more goals. ROLE 

executes PLANs. An execution of the plan is constrained by RIGHTs and NORMs. RIGHT 

corresponds the things an AGENT is allowed to do when it plays a ROLE. NORMs are 
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organizational rules, which defines the general and global (supra-role) constraints 

requirements for the proper instantiation and execution of MAS that the actual organization 

will have to respect. It also expresses the information about how the organization is expected 

to work [Zambonelli, Jennings, Omicini 2001]. ROLE specifies how the agent that plays it 

controls or uses RESOURCEs. RESOURCE represents a physical or an informational entity 

that a particular agent wants and another agent can deliver. 

ORGANIZATION is a set of ROLEs, represented by internal-role. An ORGANIZATION is 

regulated-by NORMs, and possesses goals. 

DEPENDENCY is a kind of relationship which occurs as two roles have an effect upon one 

another indicating that one role depends, for some reason, on the other in order to do 

something, and there is a commitment between them. The depending agent is called 

depender and the agent who is depended upon the dependee. The object around which 

the dependency relationship centres is called the dependum [Yu 1995]. For Mao and Yu, the 

dependence exists to attain some goal, execute some plan or deliver a resource [Mao, Yu 

2004].  These types of dependencies are required to indicate the nature of the freedom and 

control in the relationship between two roles, played by agents, regarding a dependum. 

In a GOAL-DEPENDENCY, the depender depends on the dependee to bring about a certain 

state of affairs in the world. The dependum is expressed as an assertional statement. The 

dependee is free to decide how to act, and is expected to make whatever decisions that are 

necessary to achieve the goal (the dependum). 

In a PLAN-DEPENDENCY, the depender depends on the dependee to carry out an activity. 
The dependum names a task which specifies how the task is to be performed, but not why. 
The depender has already made decisions about how the task is to be performed. 
 In a RESOURCE-DEPENDENCY, the depender depends on the dependee for the 

availability of an entity (physical or informational). By establishing this dependency, the 

depender gains the ability to use this entity as a resource. A resource is the finished product of 

some deliberation-action process. In a resource dependency, it is assumed that there are no 

open issues to be addressed or decisions to be made. 

In a SOFTGOAL-DEPENDENCY, a depender depends on the dependee to perform some 

task that meets a softgoal. A softgoal is similar to a goal except that the criteria of success are 

not precisely defined a priori. For example, when the customer uses some e-commerce he/she 

requires some security. The e-commerce would have to find out in terms of what kinds of 

tasks would help to fulllfill this goal (e.g. Monitoring system, Secure form order) and which 
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tasks to block. Security is a softgoal dependence. The meaning of the softgoal is elaborated in 

terms of the methods that are chosen in the course of pursuing the goal. The depender decides 

what constitutes satisfactory attainment of the goal, but does so with the benefit of the 

dependee’s know how. 

INFORMATION represents things traceable, RESOURCEs, ROLEs, RIGHTs and GOALS. 

N nNext section we present how the structures are used to represent the traceable elements 

and relations.  

16.5 TRACEABILITY MATRIXES 

This section presents how the traceability reference model can be described by tables and 

matrixes. Whenever necessary, we will use the Media Shop (described in section 16.2) as an 

example during this section. Each class that participates in the relationship can be represented 

by a table structure (see Table 16-1). However, in the case of Dependency class, besides the 

ID and Instance column, the column names “type” is added to represent the type of the 

“dependum”2 (see Table 16-2). 

Table 16-1: Class Table Structure 

ID Instance
ClassName: SubClassName

 

Table 16-2: Dependency Table Structure 

ID Instance Type
Dependency

 
In the following we show two table structures of the Media@ system. The former presents the 

goals that the system should achieve and the latter the plans used to accomplish these goals 

(Table 16-3). They were constructed using Figure 16-2 of the section 16.2.  

                                                 
 
2 “The object around which the dependency relationship centres is called the dependun.” [Yu 1995] 
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ID Instance
HG1 Internet orders process
HG2 Statistics produces
HG3 Adapted
HG4 Item order handled
HG5 Order placed
HG6 Media item bought
HG7 Item searching handeled
HG8 Catalogue Browsed
HG9 Keyword searched
HG10 User new needs founf

GOAL: Hard-goal

ID Instance
PL1 Shopping cart
PL2 Place order
PL3 Select item
PL4 Pre-order fom avaliable item
PL5 Pick avaliable item
PL6 Add iem
PL7 Check out
PL8 Get identification detail
PL9 Handle internet
PL10 Standard form order
PL11 Secure form order
PL12 Handle classic communication
PL13 Phone order
PL14 Fax order
PL15 Consult catalogue
PL16 Query database
PL17 Adaptation
PL18 Update catalogue
PL19 Update GUI
PL20 System evolution
PL21 Monitoring system
PL22 Produce statistic
PL23 Request item

Plan

 
Table 16-3: Examples of class table structure 

Table 16-4 presents the Dependency table structure of the Media @ system. It was 

constructed using Figure 16-3 and Figure 16-4 of the section 16.2. 

Table 16-4: Dependency Table Structure of the Media@ system 

ID Instance TYPE DEPENDENCE
D1 Checked out Goal
D2 Adaptability Soft-goal
D3 Avaliability Soft-goal
D4 Security Soft-goal
D5 Maintainability Soft-goal
D6 Rating & Figures Resource
D7 Order information Resource
D8 Item searching handled Goal
D9 Item order handled Goal
D10 Item selected Goal
D11 Catalogue browsed Goal
D12 Item detailed Resource
D13 Customer data Resource

DEPENDENCY
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Relations are captured by a matrix structure, which can be of type Association or Dependent. 
The dependent association type is a ternary association, while all the other associations are 
binary. Next, matrix structures are described. 

16.5.1 Association matrix structure 

The Association structure matrix is used to represent the following binary associations: 

aggregation, generalization, satisfiability, relate, responsibility, ownership, realization 

resource, and contribution.  Its structure is depicted in Figure 16-23. 

 
Figure 16-23: Association matrix structure 

In Figure 16-23 Relation-Name is the name of the association informed by the designer (see 

section 16.3 for a definition of these associations). <<association type>> is one of the binary 

association types described in the metamodel. Below the association type name there is one of 

the following symbols (“→”or “←”) that indicates which instance class is the origin or 

destination. If the symbol is “→” the first collun begin on the second line of the matrix is 

instances of origin class, otherwise (i.e. the symbol is “←”) it indicates instances of 

destination class. <tuple value > is  a set of values that can be associated to the relationship. 

Hence, it captures information more complete and precise than the traditional “X” symbol 

normally used in the traceability matrixes. The <tuple value > depends on the association 

type. Bellow, we provide some possible values for the tuples. We begin with the associations 

that care from Toranzo´s work and then describe those specific to agent oriented software 

development.  

Guide of <tuple value > 

The following binary association types (see section 16.3.1) come from Toranzo’s work 

[Toranzo 2002]. 

Aggregation: the <tuple value > is composed of two elements (<dependence-Grade, 

tree>).The former component, expresses the degree of dependency, between the instances 

that participates in the relation, in a qualitative way (e.g. <H: High, M: Medium or L: 

Relation-Name Instance of
<<association type>> destination class

→

Instance of <tuple value>
origem class
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Low>) or quantitativly (values between 1 and 10). The latter component represents the 

type of the logic tree which relates the elements, from the instance of the origin  class to 

the instances of the destination class that participated in the relation. This component can 

assume the values <A> (AND) or <O> (OR).  

Figure 16-24: Part of SR diagram Media@ (goal tree) 

Figure 16-24 shows a goal tree of the Media@ system. Using the aggregation relation we 

can capture it. The goal of the Media@ system is to have the “internet orders processed” 

(HG1). It is possible if “statistic is produced” (HG2), the “system is adapted” (HG3) 

when necessary, and the media item can be ordered (HG4) and searched (HG7). Suppose 

that between these goals the stakeholders decided that the statistics produced is not very 

important, so they associated “Low” (L) to its grade, for adaptation of the system (HG3) 

the grade was “Medium”, while the other goals were associated was “High” (H) grade. It 

also is possible to observe the decomposition of the goals. For example, the item 

searching handled goal is decomposed in two sub-goals catalogue browse and Keyword 

searched, so the value of the tree is “A”. 

Table 16-5: Aggregation relation example 
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Sub-goal       
<<agregation>>              

←

HG1-Internet orders 
processed

HG4- Item order 
handled

HG7- Item searching 
handled

HG2- Statistics produces <L,A>
HG3- Adapted <M,A>
HG4- Item order handled <H,A>
HG7- Item searching handled <H,A>
HG5- Order placed <H,A>
HG6- Media item bought <H,A>
HG8- Catalogue browsed <H,A>
HG9- Keyword searched <H,A>

 

Generalization: the <tuple value > is a constant single element <Y> which shows the 

existence of one specialization. 

When we are developing a complex system some roles are very complex. Due to this we 

can apply the decomposition that is a technique to treate complexity. So, sometimes we 

need to specialize the roles, as shown in chapter 5 (Figure 17-6). There exists the “Fault 

solvers” role which is specialized in the following roles: “Connectivity manager”, “OS 

manager” and “DBMS manager” this abstraction can be captured using the “is-a” relation 

of Role class. 

Figure 16-25: Part of “Fault solvers” role specialization (see Figure 17-6) 

Table 16-6: Generalization relation example 

Is-a                 
<<generalization>>           

→
R4- Fault solvers

R16-Connectivity manager <Y>
R17- OS manager <Y>
R7- DBMS Manager <Y>
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Satisfiability: the <tuple value > is composed of two elements (<dependence-Grade, 

tree>), which are similar to the ones described in the aggregation association type, that 

participated of the relation, should be satisfied. 

Relate: the <tuple value > is composed of two elements (<relate-Grade, tree >) which 

have the same meaning as the aggregation association 

In our work we use this association to represent requirements as goals because cognitive 

agents are goal-oriented.  So, the <tuple value> will be composed of the unique element 

(<tree> representing a logic tree as in the satisfiability association). For example, Table 

16-7 shows which goals represent the requirements.  

Table 16-7: Relate relation example 

Depict                 
<<relate>>                  

→

HG1-Internet orders 
processed HG5- Order placed HG6- Media item 

bought

HG8- 
Catalogue 
browsed

HG9- Keyword 
searched

Req. 1- The system will process 
internet orders. <A>

Req. 2- The customer can find 
some item by browsing a 
catalogue or searching a key 
word.

<O> <O>

Req.3- The customer can place 
orders and buy media items <A> <A>

 

In Table 16-7, we can see that the “Req. 1- The system will process internet orders” is 

represented by the “HG1-Internet orders processed”,  the “Req. 2- The customer can find 

some item by browsing a catalogue or searching a key word” is represented by the a 

composition OR between the “HG8- Catalogue browsed” e “HG9- Keyword searched” 

hardgoal, and the “Req.3- The customer can place orders and buy media items” is 

represented by the a composition AND  between the “HG5- Order placed” and “HG6- 

Media item bought”. 

Responsibility: the <tuple value > is composed of three elements (<role, grade, 

action>).The first component represents the role practiced by stakeholder (e.g. 

management, designer, customer). The second is the responsibility grade of the 

stakholder in the dependence, in a qualitative way (e.g. <H: High, M: Medium or L: 

Low>) or quantitative way (values between 1 and 10). The last represents elements the 

action to be performed (e.g. analysis, document, and design).  

For instance, we can have three stakeholders: Frederic, Robert, and Mary. Frederic is an 

employee of the development company he plays two roles (analyst and designer). Robert 

and Mary are customers of the system. He is manager and she is secretary. These 
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stakeholders have different responsibilites of “The system will process internet orders” 

requirement, as we can see in  

 

 

 

Table 16-8.  

 

 

 

 

Table 16-8: Responsibility relation example 

Sponsor               
<<responsability>>           

→

Req. 1- The system will 
process internet orders.

<analyst, H, interview>

<designer, M, document>

S02- Robert <manager, H, Interview>
S03- Mary <secretary, L, Interview>

S01- Fredecic

 

Representation: <tuple value > is composed of two elements (<type, path >). The first 

component expresses the type of representation (e.g. graphic, implementation). The latter 

is a character sequence that captures the granularity of the association. For example, 

someone can map a goal to a program that implements it. These paths should be 

represented according to the needs of each project. 

The next binary association types (see section 16.3.2) have been added by us. 

Ownership: the <tuple value > consist of a single element <ownership-Tree> which 

represents the type of the logic tree that relates the elements. This component can take the 

values <A> (AND) or <O> (OR). It should be read from origin class to destination class. 
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Figure 16-26: Part of SR diagram Shopping Cart 

For example in Figure 16-26, it is possible to observe that the Shopping cart role has the 

following goals: Item order handled, order placed and media item bought. Item order 

handled is always present, but the other not. So, the first has the values <A> (i.e. AND) 

and the others <O> (i.e. OR). This is represented in Table 16-9. 

Table 16-9: Ownership relation example 

Has                 
<<ownership>>              

→
HG4- Item order 
handeled

HG5-Order placed HG6-Media item 
bought

R5-Shopping Cart <A> <O> <O>  

Realization: the <tuple value > is represented the same way as ownership relation.  

For example (Figure 16-26) the Shopping Cart role can execute plans such as place order 

(PL2) or shopping cart (PL1) (Table 16-10). 

Table 16-10: Realization relation example 

Execute               
<<realization>>              

→
PL1-Shopping cart PL2- Place order

R5-Shopping Cart <O> <O>
 

Resource: the <tuple value > consist of a single element <action> which indicates if the 

origin class is responsible for using (U) or for creating I the resource of the destination 

class.  

For example (Figure 16-3) the Order Information resource is used by the Order 

Processor (R2) role and is created by the Back Store (R3) role (Table 16-10). 

Table 16-11: Resource relation example 

Contribution link

Means-end analysis

AND-decomposition

OR-decomposition

Legend

Contribution linkContribution link

Means-end analysisMeans-end analysis

AND-decompositionAND-decomposition

OR-decompositionOR-decomposition

LegendLegend
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Resource              
<<resource>>               

→
R2- Order Processor R3- Back Store

RS2- Order information <U> <C>
 

Contribution: the <tuple value > is composed of two elements (<contribution-Grade, 

contribution-Type>) that capture the relationships used in the NFR framework (++, +, --, 

-) [Chung, Nixon, Yu, Mylopoulos 2000]. The former maps the positive (+) and negative 

(-) influence. The latter represents if the non-functional requirement is supported or 

contradicted in a sufficient (S) or partial (P) way. Table 16-12 presents the mapping 

between relationships used in NFR and the <tuple values>.  

Table 16-12: Representation of NFR’s relations in <tuple value > 

NFR's relationship <tuple value>
"+" <+,P>

"++" <+,S>
"-" <-,P>
"--" <-,S>

 

The SR diagram for Media@ (see Figure 16-27) shows that Security soft-goal is partially 

supported by the use of  Secure order form (PL-10) and Monitoring system (PL20).  

 
Figure 16-27: Part of SR diagram Media@ 

Moreover, System Evolution (PL19) can affect security. Likewiser, the use of Standard order 

form (PL8) is not adequate as far as security is concerned (see Table 16-13). 

Table 16-13: Contribution relation example 

Contribution link

Means-end analysis

AND-decomposition

OR-decomposition

Legend

Contribution linkContribution link

Means-end analysisMeans-end analysis

AND-decompositionAND-decomposition

OR-decompositionOR-decomposition

LegendLegend
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Support  
<<contribution>>      

←

PL10- Standard  
order form

PL11- Secure  
order form

PL20- System 
evolution

PL21- 
Monitoring 
system

Security <-,P> <+,P> <-,P> <+,P>
 

16.5.2 Dependent matrix structure 

The dependent matrix structure is used to represents the DEPENDENT ternary association 

(see Figure 16-28). In this case the <tuple value > is composed of two components 

(<dependum name, dependum type>) that represent its name and type respectively. This is 

necessary because several relations of this type can exist between two roles.  

In Figure 16-28 Collaboration is the name of the matrix structure. <<dependent>> identifies 

that this matrix represents the ternary association of type dependent (defined in section 16.3.2. 

The symbols (“→”or “←”) have the same meaning of the binary associations types. Instance 

of depender class specifies who is the depender of the relation, while Instance of 

dependee class indicates the dependee. The first component of the tuple <dependum name, 

dependum type > is the name of the association informed by the designer, and the second is 

the dependence type of the association (i.e. plan, resource, goal or softgooal). The symbols 

“{}” is used to inform that there is a set of <tuple value >. 

Collaboration Instance of
<<dependent>> dependee class

→
Instance of {<dependum nome , 

dependent class dependum type>}
 

Figure 16-28: Dependent matrix structure 

 

Table 16-14 presents one matrix of this type of relation. (See Figure 16-3). 

Table 16-14: Dependent relation example 

Collaboration      
<<dependent>>        

→
R1- Strore  Front R2- Order 

Processor R3- Back Store R4- Joint manager

R1- Strore  Front <D2- Adaptability, soft-goal>
<D3- Avaliability, soft-goal>

R2- Order Processor <D1- Checked out, hard-goal> <D7- Order information, resource> <D4- Security, soft-goal>
R3- Back Store <D6- Rating & Figures, resource> <D5- Maintainability, soft-goal>
R4- Joint manager
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For example,   

Table 16-14 shows that the “R1- Strore  Front” role has two dependences of softgoal type 

with the “R4- Joint manager” role expressed by the values tuple “<D2- Adaptability, soft-

goal>” and “<D3- Avaliability, soft-goal>”. 

In order to make it possible for the developer to use the reference model in connection with a 

certain software development approach, we must describe a process to guide the creation of 

the traceability matrixes. This process will help the software engineer to find and structure the 

necessary information to perform traceability in a specific project using the Tropos 

methodology. In our work we describe a process used in late requirement and architectural 

design. By using this process we can register the agents, their plans and cooperation to 

achieve the objectives of an agent-oriented system. So, when changes happen or new goals for 

the system appear, the designer can trace this information in order to see what is the impact of 

the change, or if some agent or cooperation between agents can be used to achieve the new 

goals. 

16.6 THE REQUIREMENT TRACEABILITY PROCESS 

As emphasized before, the traceability reference model is a generic one. If we intend to use it 

in connection with a certain software development approach, e.g. Tropos, we must then 

describe a process for guiding the creation of the traceability matrixes.  

In this thesis, we consider that the organizational setting was understood during the early 

requirements phase and that it was decided to develop a software system. According to 

Tropos, in the late requirements phase we extend the conceptual model developed during 

early requirements to include the system-to-be. The system is described within its operational 

environment, along with relevant functions and qualities. The artifacts produced by this phase 

are the Strategic Dependency (SD) and Strategic Rationale (SR) models for the actor 

representing the system. During the early architectural phase the system’s global architecture 

is defined in terms of subsystems, interconnected through data, control and other 

dependencies. The artifact produced by this phase is the architectural model. In our work the 

subsystems are organizations of agents. 
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In the sequel, the requirement traceability process is defined using the Software Process 

Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) notation (MOF 2003). The SPEM notation is described in 

Appendix B. 

This process includes three WorkDefinition or steps as depicted in Figure 16-29.  The first 

WorkDefinition is the Information Gathering (IG) which identifies the relevant information 

for trace. In doing so, it takes as input  the SR System diagram, the SD Architectural diagram 

and the SR Architectural diagram, and produces as output a List of the Relevant Traceability 

Elements in table structure form. Each table represents one of the classes described in our 

traceability reference model (Figure 16-22).  The next step is the Information Structuring 

(Ist). It defines the relationship among the instances of information previous gathered, and 

assigns values to each relationship. In doing so, ittakes in consideration the traceability 

reference model and consumes a List of the Relevant Traceability Elements produced by IG 

WorkDefinition and produces matrixes structure. The last step is the Definition of the 

Traceability Matrixes (DTM) which defines the matrixes that capture and store the 

relationships among the instances of the classes. In doing so, it consumes a List of the 

Updated Relevant Traceability Elements and the Matrixes Structure, and produces the 

Traceability matrixes. In the sequel we describe each step (WorkDefinition) 

 

Figure 16-29: WorkDefinitions Flow for traceability process 

Figure 6-� Information Gathering (IG) 

LegendLegend
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The workflow of  the Information Gathering WorkDefinition is shown in Figure 16-30, 

together with the WorkProducts consumed and produced by each activity. It is appropriate for 

finding the instances of the Traceability Reference Model classes. There are several activities 

in IG, which depend on the critical information traceability defined by the analyst designer. 

Our work covers the late requirement and architectural phases, so, in this case, we need to 

consider the following information: Goal, Plan, Role, Dependency and Resource. Hence, each 

one will be identified in its respective activity. Thus we have five different activities. Each 

type of information identified is represented by the structure table (see 16.5). This set of 

tables is called “List of the relevant traceability elements” in this work. In the sequel we 

introduce the activites. 

Goals Identification, enables the identification of stakeholders goals, that is what is 

objective of the system and the sub-goals that appear when the analyst designer is 

applying decomposition technique during the system development. In SR System 

diagram the root goals are the desires of the stakeholders about the system. These goals 

can be of  two types: hard-goal, (related to functional requirements), and   softgoal, 

(representing non-functional requirements). The other nodes are subgoals.  New goals 

can be defined by the software architect, and they are found in the SR Architectural 

diagram. 

Plan Identification, enables identification of which plans can be performed to achieve 

the goals. 

Role Identification, enables identification of which roles realize the plans. 

Dependency Identification, enable identification how the roles cooperate to achieve the 

goals  of the system. 

Resource Identification, enable identification of which resources are used or controlled 

by the roles. 
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Figure 16-30: Workflow for Information Gathering (IG) 

In the sequel we detail each activity. 

IG1: Goal Identification 

Objective: Find GOAL instances of the Traceability Reference Model classes. 

Input: SR System diagram; SR Architectural diagram 3 

Output: Hard-goal table and Soft-goal Table 4              

                                                 
 
3  [Strategic Rationale diagram is defined in 15.2.1]  

LegendLegend
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Steps: 

1. Identify the root goals and sub-goals in the SR system diagram; 

2. Identify the news goals and sub-goals that appear  in the SR Architectural diagram; 

3. Name each goal discovered in steps 1 and 2; 

4. Put goals and sub-goals into the “GOAL: Hard-goal” table structure or “GOAL: Soft-

goal” table structure.  

For instance, in the Strategic Rationale diagram for Media@ (Figure 16-2), applying step 1, 

Internet Orders Processed and Use new needs found are root goals. Internet Orders 

Processed has Statistics produced, Adapted, Item order handled, and Item searching handled 

as its sub-goals. Item order handled has Order Placed and Media item bought as its sub-goals. 

Item searching handled has Catalogue Browsed and Keyword searched as its sub-goals. In 

the same diagram we can find three soft-goals: Adaptability, Avaliability, and Security. 

Following step 2, the goals and sub-goals, that appear in the Strategic Rational diagram for 

Store Front (Figure 16-5) was just considered in step 1, so it was not necessary to repeat.  

In step 3 we identify to the goals and sub-goal. We suggest to begin with letters to remind the 

element (for example HG for Hard-goal) following with a sequential number. 

In step 4 we defined two table structures, one for Hard-goal and another for softgoal. Note 

that we have added an extra column (diagram) which indicates where the information is 

originated. In the case of Figure 16-31 they all came from Figure 16-2.  The Goal tables are 

depicted in Figure 16-31. 

The identification of the other traceable elements is similar. Because of this we put a column 

named Diagram filling with the number of the diagram used to identify the respective 

element, and this structure will be used in the other elements.  

                                                                                                                                                         
 
4  [The structure of the tables is defined in section 16.5] 
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ID Instance
HG1 Internet orders processed
HG2 Statistics produces
HG3 Adapted
HG4 Item order handled
HG5 Order placed 
HG6 Media item bought
HG7 Item searching handled
HG8 Catalogue browsed
HG9 Keyword searched
HG10 User new needs found

GOAL:  Hard-goal Diagram

Figure 4.2

 

ID Instance
SG1 Adaptability
SG2 Avaliability
SG3 Security

GOAL:  Soft-goal Diagram

Figure 4.2
 

Figure 16-31: Hard-goal and Soft-goal Table 

IG2: Plan Identification 

Objective: Find PLAN instances of the Traceability Reference Model classes. 

Input: SR System diagram; SR Architectural diagram  

Output: PLAN table 

Steps: 

1. Identify the plans and sub-plans in the SR system diagram; 

2. Identify the news plans an sub-plans that appear  in the SR Architectural diagram; 

3. Number each plan discovered in steps 1 and 2; 

4. Put the plans and sub-plans into the PLAN table structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 16-15 shows the plans present in our Media Shop example. 
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Table 16-15: Plan Table 

DIAGRAM
ID Instance
PL1 Shopping cart Figure 4.2
PL2 Place order
PL3 Select item
PL4 Pre-order nom avaliable item
PL5 Pick avaliable item
PL6 Add iem
PL7 Check out
PL8 Get identification detail
PL9 Handle internet

PL10 Standard form order
PL11 Secure form order
PL12 Handle classic communication
PL13 Phone order
PL14 Fax order
PL15 Consult catalogue
PL16 Query database
PL17 Adaptation
PL18 Update catalogue
PL19 Update GUI
PL20 System evolution
PL21 Monitoring system
PL22 Produce statistic
PL23 Request item Figure 4.5

Plan

 

IG3: Role Identification 

Objective: Find ROLE instances of the Traceability Reference Model classes. 

Input: SD Architectural diagram 
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Output: ROLE table 

Steps: 

1. Identify the roles and sub-roles in the SD  Architectural diagram; 

2. Number each role discovered in step 1; 

3. Put the roles and sub-roles found into the ROLE table structure.  

 

 

 

Table 16-16 shows an example output. 

 

 

 

Table 16-16: Role Table 

ID Instance
R1 Strore  Front
R2 Order Processor
R3 Back Store
R4 Joint manager
R5 Shopping Cart
R6 Item Browser
R7 Produt Database
R8 Customer Profile

Role DIAGRAM

Figure 4.3

Figure 4.4

 

IG4: Dependency Identification 

Objective: Find DEPENDENCY instances of the Traceability Reference Model classes. 

Input: SD Architectural diagram 

Output: Dependency  table 

Steps: 

1. Identify the dependencies in SD architectural diagram; 

2. Number dependency identified in steps 1 and 2; 

3. Put the role and sub-roles found into the DEPENDENCY table structure.  
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Table 16-17 shows an example output. This table differs slightly because it needs the extra 

column Type Dependence, as explained in section 16.5 (see Table 16-2). 

Table 16-17: Dependency Table 

ID Instance TYPE DEPENDENCE
D1 Checked out Goal
D2 Adaptability Soft-goal
D3 Avaliability Soft-goal
D4 Security Soft-goal
D5 Maintainability Soft-goal
D6 Rating & Figures Resource
D7 Order information Resource
D8 Item searching handled Goal
D9 Item order handeled Goal
D10 Item selected Goal
D11 Catalogue browsed Goal
D12 Item detail Resource
D13 Customer data Resource

DIAGRAM

Figure 4.3

Figure 4.4

DEPENDENCY

 

IG5: Resource Identification 

Objective: Find RESOURCE instances of the Traceability Reference Model classes. 

Input: SR System diagram; SR Architectural diagram 

Output: RESOURCE table 

Steps: 

1. Identify the resource  in SR system diagram; 

2. Identify the news resource that appear  in the SR Architectural diagram; 

3. Name each plan identified in steps 1 and 2; 

4. Put resources found into the RESOURCE table structure.  

Table 16-18 shows an example output.  

Table 16-18: Resource table 

ID Instance
RS1 Rating & Figures
RS2 Order information
RS3 Iten detail
RS5 Custumer data

Resource
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In this WorkDefinition (IG) the elements necessary for tracing were defined. Besides this, 

they were structured in tables. In other words, the classes of the traceability reference model 

were defined. For simplicity, when necessary to refer to these set of tables we called “List of 

the relevant traceability elements”. In the next WorkDefinition, Information Structuring (Ist), 

the analyst designer identifies which relations between these classes are relevant for the 

project. Two types of matrix structures can be created: dependent and association, as 

described in section 16.5, to represent them. The former is the structure matrix used to 

represent the dependent relation, which is ternary relation. The latter is used for the binary 

relations. When the relation is binary the value associated with the relationship depends or the 

relation type, because of this the Set Values for the Association Matrix Activity was created.  

B- Information Structuring (Ist) 

The workflow of Information Structuring Workdefinition is found inFigure 16-32  as well as 

the WorkProducts consumed and produced by each activity. It is appropriate for finding the 

structure of the Traceability Reference Model relations. There are three activities in Ist: 

Define Dependent Relation, Define Association Matrix, and Set Values for the relations 

instances. 
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Traceability 
reference model

:Agent Designer

Define Dependent relation

Set Values for the
 Relations Instances

DEPENDENT Matrix Structure

Association Matrices  Structures

[More association
Matrix structure?]

Yes

No

Association Matrices  Structures 
Updating

Define Association
Matrix Structure

 
Figure 16-32: Workflow for Information Structuring (Ist) 

 

Ist1: Define Dependent Relation  

Objective: Create the structure for Dependent relation. 

Input: Traceability reference model (Figure 16-20)   

Output: Dependent matrix structure 

Steps: 

1. Create the DEPENDENT matrix structure, which will be used to instantiate the 

dependences between the roles. This structure was shown in Figure 16-28. In that 

figure we could observe that the <tuple value > is a set of <dependum name, dependum 

type>. Then, it is possible to represent n dependences between the same two roles. 

 

LegendLegend
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Ist2:  Define Association Matrix Structure  

Objective: Find instances of the Traceability Reference Model binary relation between the 

traceability elements.  

Input: Traceability reference model (Figure 16-20), list of the relevant traceability elements5. 

Output: Association matrix structure. 

Steps: 

1. Select one of  the types of traceability relation: depend-on, contribution, ownership, 

realization, aggregation, generalization, satisfiability, resource, responsibility or 

representation (section 16.3); 

2. Identify the classes involved; 

3. Provide a name for the structure matrix; 

4. Create the matrix structure: following the template, association matrix structure, 

described in section 16.5.1 (Figure 16-23). Put the classes found in step 2 in their 

respective cells and name them; 

5. Check if there are other traceability relations involving the same type selected in step1. 

In the affirmative case return to step 2; 

6. Check if there is another traceability relation, distinct from the one selected in step 1 

which needs to be captured. If so return to step 1. 

For example: Suppose that we want to create the <<satisfiability>> relationbetween hard-

goal and plan identified in “the agency traceability reference model” (Figure 16-22) [Step 

1]. Then we can note that Plan table and Hard-Goal table are the classes involved. If we 

decided to call this structure matrix of accomplish, then we end up with the following 

structure (see Figure 16-33).  

Acomplish  
<<satisfiability>>      

→
HARD-GOAL

PLAN
 

                                                 
 
5 List of the relevant traceability elements is the set of tables created in the Information Gathering (IG) 
WorkDefinition. 
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Figure 16-33: Accomplish matrix structure 

Ist3:  Set Values for the Relation instances 

Objective: Define the possible values of the relations. 

Input: Associations matrixes structures 

Output: Associations matrixes structures updating 

Steps: 

1. Select one of the Associations matrixes structures created in Ist2. 

2. Identify the set of the valid values for the association chosen (follow the Guide of 

<tuple value > 

3.  page 65, and fill in the association structure matrix. 

4. Check if there is another Association matrix structures created in Ist2. In the 

affirmative case  return to step 1. 

Now, we can complete the Associations matrixes structures. For <<satisfiability>> the <tuple 

value> is composed of two elements <dependence-Grade, tree>. Suppose that analyst 

designer choose for the former component the following possibilities: H: High, M: Medium or 

L: Low. Also the values <A> (AND), indicates that all the instances of destination class 

should be satisfied, or <O> (OR), indicating that one of the instances of destination class, that 

participated of the relation, should be satisfied. The complete association structure is shown in 

Figure 16-34. 

Acomplish  
<<satisfiability>>      

→
HARD-GOAL

PLAN <H/M/L,A/O>
 

Figure 16-34: Accomplish structure matrix updating 

The classes of the elements to be traced were defined in the first WorkDefinition (IG). Hence, 

the relevant matrixes structures were created. Next, the traceability matrixes will be defined. 

The traceability matrixes are constructed using the classes and the matrixes structures 

identified in the IG and Ist WorkDefinition.   
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C- Definition of Traceability Matrixes (DTM) 

The workflow of Definition of Traceability Matrixes Workdefinition is shown in Figure 

16-35, together with the WorkProducts consumed and produced by each activity. It is 

appropriate for creating the traceability matrixes. There are two activities in DTM:  Create 

Traceability Matrixes, and Define Matrix Relationship. 

 

Matrixes  structures

:Agent Designer

Define matrix relationship

Traceability Matrixes updated

List of the Relevant 
Traceability 
elements

[More 
matrix?]

Yes

No

Traceability Matrixes

Create treceability matrix

 
Figure 16-35: Workflow for Definition of Traceability Matrixes (DTM) 

DTM1: Create Traceability Matrix  

Objective: Create traceability matrix. 

Input: List of the Relevant Traceability Elements, matrixes structure, SR System diagram; 

           SR Architectural diagram  

LegendLegend
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Output: Traceability matrixes 

Steps: 

1. For each structure matrix defined in Ist create a traceability matrix. Fill in them with 

the instances classes (identified in IG)  that participate in the relation. 

For example: The SR model describes the intentional relationships that are “internal” to a role 

such as means-ends relationship and plan decomposition [Yu 1995]. The accomplish matrix 

can be used to show which plan (or plans) achieved one specific goal. To construct it, first we 

fill in the accomplish matrix with the instance classes that participated in the relation. To do 

this, we use the SR Media@ diagram (Figure 16-2) and the Plan class and goal class defined 

in IG, as well as the accomplish matrix structure. 

In Tropos, the leaves of the goal tree (Figure 16-24) are the goals that will be accomplished 

by plans. It is represented by the means-end link from the plan to the goal. So, we can identify 

the instances to fill the accomplish matrix. 

Figure 16-36: Accomplish matrix 

DTM2:  Define Matrix Relationship 

Objective: Finding the relationship between the instances identified in DTM1. 

Imput: Traceability matrix 

Output: Teaceability matrix updated 

Acomplish  
<<satisfiability>>      

→
HARD-GOAL

PLAN <H/M/L,A/O>

ID Instance
PL1 Shopping cart
PL2 Place order

PL12 Phone order
PL13 Fax order
PL14 Consult catalogue
PL15 Query database
PL16 Adaptation
PL20 Monitoring system
PL21 Produce statistic
PL22 Request item

Plan

ID Instance
HG1 Internet orders process
HG2 Statistics produces
HG3 Adapted
HG4 Item order handeled
HG5 Order placed
HG6 Media item bought
HG7 Item searching handeled
HG8 Catalogue Browsed
HG9 Keyword searched
HG10 User new needs founf

GOAL: Hard-goal

Traceability Elements

Accomplish  matrix structure

Acomplish             
<<satisfy>>             

→

HG2- Statistics 
produces HG3- Adapted HG-5 Order placed HG6- Media 

item bought
HG8- Catalogue 

Browsed
HG9- Keyword 

searched

PL1-Shopping cart
PL2- Place order
PL14- Consult catalogue
PL15- Query database
PL16- Adaptation
PL21- Produce statistic

Acomplish  
<<satisfiability>>      

→
HARD-GOAL

PLAN <H/M/L,A/O>

ID Instance
PL1 Shopping cart
PL2 Place order

PL12 Phone order
PL13 Fax order
PL14 Consult catalogue
PL15 Query database
PL16 Adaptation
PL20 Monitoring system
PL21 Produce statistic
PL22 Request item

Plan

ID Instance
HG1 Internet orders process
HG2 Statistics produces
HG3 Adapted
HG4 Item order handeled
HG5 Order placed
HG6 Media item bought
HG7 Item searching handeled
HG8 Catalogue Browsed
HG9 Keyword searched
HG10 User new needs founf

GOAL: Hard-goal

ID Instance
PL1 Shopping cart
PL2 Place order

PL12 Phone order
PL13 Fax order
PL14 Consult catalogue
PL15 Query database
PL16 Adaptation
PL20 Monitoring system
PL21 Produce statistic
PL22 Request item

Plan

ID Instance
HG1 Internet orders process
HG2 Statistics produces
HG3 Adapted
HG4 Item order handeled
HG5 Order placed
HG6 Media item bought
HG7 Item searching handeled
HG8 Catalogue Browsed
HG9 Keyword searched
HG10 User new needs founf

GOAL: Hard-goal

Traceability Elements

Accomplish  matrix structure

Acomplish             
<<satisfy>>             

→

HG2- Statistics 
produces HG3- Adapted HG-5 Order placed HG6- Media 

item bought
HG8- Catalogue 

Browsed
HG9- Keyword 

searched

PL1-Shopping cart
PL2- Place order
PL14- Consult catalogue
PL15- Query database
PL16- Adaptation
PL21- Produce statistic
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Steps: 

1. For each traceability matrix created in DTM1 identify the relationship between the 

relations; 

2. For each relationship identified in step 1, fill in the respective attribute value. 

Figure 16-37 shows which plans accomplish the goals. The designer decided that all the plans 

have a high degree of importance to accomplish the goal. 

Figure 16-37: Accomplish matrix updated 

16.7 SUMMARY   

In this chapter we discussed traceability model for agent-oriented. The metamodel describing 

the relations are shown in Figure 16-13 and the reference model in Figure 16-22. Also a 

traceability process for late requirement   and early architectural phase was presented. An 

example was also provided. 

Reference models are used to understand a given domain, establish the domain as a scientific 

discipline, facilitate collaboration and promote competition among maturing technology 

relevant to the domain [Modi et al. 2006].  

Traceability in software agent system should answer question like “how can cooperation 

emerge in societies of self-interested agents?” or “How can autonomous agents coordinate 

Acomplish  
<<satisfiability>>      

→
HARD-GOAL

PLAN <H/M/L,A/O>

ID Instance
PL1 Shopping cart
PL2 Place order
PL12 Phone order
PL13 Fax order
PL14 Consult catalogue
PL15 Query database
PL16 Adaptation
PL20 Monitoring system
PL21 Produce statistic
PL22 Request item

Plan

ID Instance
HG1 Internet orders process
HG2 Statistics produces
HG3 Adapted
HG4 Item order handeled
HG5 Order placed
HG6 Media item bought
HG7 Item searching handeled
HG8 Catalogue Browsed
HG9 Keyword searched
HG10 User new needs founf

GOAL: Hard-goal

ID Instance
PL1 Shopping cart
PL2 Place order
PL12 Phone order
PL13 Fax order
PL14 Consult catalogue
PL15 Query database
PL16 Adaptation
PL20 Monitoring system
PL21 Produce statistic
PL22 Request item

Plan

ID Instance
HG1 Internet orders process
HG2 Statistics produces
HG3 Adapted
HG4 Item order handeled
HG5 Order placed
HG6 Media item bought
HG7 Item searching handeled
HG8 Catalogue Browsed
HG9 Keyword searched
HG10 User new needs founf

GOAL: Hard-goal

Traceability Elements

Accomplish  matrix structure

Acomplish             
<<satisfy>>             

→

HG2- Statistics 
produces HG3- Adapted HG-5 Order placed HG6- Media 

item bought
HG8- Catalogue 

Browsed
HG9- Keyword 

searched

PL1-Shopping cart <H,A>
PL2- Place order <H,A>
PL14- Consult catalogue <H,A>
PL15- Query database <H,A>
PL16- Adaptation <H,A>
PL21- Produce statistic <H,A>
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their activities so as to cooperatively achieve goals?”  Tropos deals with cooperatives 

systems, so there is no need to manage the individual interest of agents, as they are always 

working primarily to accomplish the goals of society and not their self-interest, if there is a 

conflit. So, the former question would not be treated in this work.  Our reference model 

captures the individual aspects of the agents (i.e. we can identify its goals, plans, beliefs and 

intentions) and that helps to identify how the agents manage its individual activities.  The 

dependences between agents can also be identified, as well as the organizational objectives 

and regulations, which might be used to find out how agents cooperate to satisfy individual 

and organizational goals. 

Requirement management is concerned with managing: i. changes to agreed requirements, ii. 

The relation between requirements, and iii. the dependences between the requirement and 

others artefacts produced during the system and software engineering process. Our proposal 

satisfies these concerns in the following way:  we complement the Toranzo’s, proposal, which 

cover the items i. and ii, with specific relations for the agent paradigm. For example, the role 

that execute the specific requirement can be found (i.e. using the “depict” matrix (Table 16-7) 

and “has” matrix (Table 16-9) we know that the “shopping cart” role is responsible for the 

“Req3- Can place order and buy media items” requirement, because “shopping cart” role has 

“Media item bought” (HG6) as one of these goals, and it represent the respective requirement. 

We also have discussed in the section 2.1 that the requirement tracing can be performed in 

three ways: direction of tracing, requirement evolution and the type of the object involved. In 

our proposal we deal with forward and backward direction, with relation of requirement 

evolution we treated the post-requirements traceability, and type of the objects involved we 

deal wit the requirement (represented by goals) and their realization using agent. 

 Compared with other proposals in the literature, our work presents a novel approach to 

support tracing between requirement and artefacts considered during agent-oriented software 

system development, specifically in late requirements and early architectural design phases of 

Tropos.
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Chapter 5 

The DBSitter-AS Example 

 

 

In this chapter we use our approach in a real example, the DBSitter-AS. We 

first describe the autonomous database management system using Tropos. 

Then, we construct the traceability matrixes according to the process 

described in the previous chapter. We then show how some interesting 

questions can be answered. 

 

17 THE DBSITTER-AS EXAMPLE
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17.1 DBSITTER-AS  

In our approach, we use the traceability process to identify the elements traceable in agent-

oriented system development as well as to construct the traceability matrixes. The DBSitter-

AS example will be used to illustrate how our approach aid to understand important agent 

characteristics such as autonomy and cooperation.  DBSitter-AS is a MAS developed using 

the Tropos methodology. We use the artefacts created during its development to show the 

applicability of our approach   

DBSitter-AS (AS, stands for Architectural Specification) is a multi-agent system that aims at 

providing autonomy to traditional Database Management Systems (DBMS). This system is 

presented as an architectural framework for autonomous fault resolution components 

development for traditional DBMS. Acting as an electronic Database Administrator, the 

DBSitter-AS involves catalogued fault resolution, failure alerts, bad settings alerts and 

performance trouble resolution. It was modeled using an organizational metaphor, which 

facilitates the understanding of the software that is under development [Zambonelli, Jennings, 

Wooldridge 2003]. 
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Notifications 
and records

Knowledge and 
suggesting

Detecting and 
solving faults

DB OS

Knowledge
Base

Environment

DBSitter

Notifications 
and records
Notifications 
and records

Knowledge and 
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Knowledge and 
suggesting

Detecting and 
solving faults
Detecting and 
solving faults

DB OS

Knowledge
Base

Environment
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Figure 17-1: Organizational structure of DBSitter-AS MAS. 

The DBSitter-AS was conceived as the abstraction of an administrator organization of 

DBMS, composed by agents and having three sub-organizations: “Detecting and solving 

faults”, “Notifications and records” and “Knowledge and suggestion” as shown in Figure 

17-1. Since DBMS are complex, and can thus present a wide range of troubles, the “Detecting 

and solving faults” was subdivided into other sub-organizations, as shown in Figure 17-2.  

 

Figure 17-2: “Detecting and solving faults” organizational structure. 
The aim of the classification is to characterize the different faults which can happen in the 

DBMS. The sub-organization “Detecting and solving infrastructure problems” was divided 

into “Operation system manager” (OS) and “Connectivity manager” referring to the areas 

where there can also be faults that affect the performance of DBMS.  In relation to OS there 

can be peaks in the processing which when identified help to diagnose the losses in 

performance or even in the necessity of interrupting the processes. In relation to the 

connectivity there is the necessity of controlling the structures responsible for the 

communication of DBMS with the external world, through communication ports or listening 

processes which need to be managed or canceled. 

The sub-organization “Detecting and solving DBMS problems” was divided into three new 

management sub-organizations: “DBMS control structure manager”, “DBMS physical 

structure manager” and “DBMS logical structure manager”. Control structures are used 

frequently by DBMS to define its conduct, such as initiation files, parameters to define the 

language or level of access of its users. Physical structures are related to the physical files 

used by DBMS to store data. Logical structures are the manipulated objects for the treatment 

of data, such as tables, indexes, catalogues and stored procedures. 
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For each one of these sub-organizations identified, there are groups of agents with similar 

profiles, capabilities and responsibilities that interact with the other sub-organizations, asking 

services and information to reach in a harmonic way the global goals of the organization 

DBSitter-AS. 

Based in the above description, an analysis was performed and it was decided to create a 

system to manage faults in the DBMS in an autonomous way.  After a means-ends analysis of 

the DBSitter-AS system, the strategic rationale (SR) model was defined. For details, see 

[Maciel 2007].  

In this thesis, as we just saw, our focus is on the late requirements and early architectural 

design phases of Tropos, so we begin with the SR model of the system (see Figure 17-3). 

Besides this, the example used in our proposal refers to the “Detecting and solving DBMS 

problems” organization. More specifically, the example described in this chapter focuses on 

faults that related with the DBMS logical structure manager. Hence, the following description 

shows the part of DBSitter-AS used to describe the “Detecting and solving DBMS problems” 

organization.  

In Figure 17-3, the system’s main goal, “autonomous fault resolution performed”, is 

decomposed into sub-goals: “Fault monitored and solved”, “Information and knowledge 

managed” and “Events notified”. Our focus is on the “Fault monitored and solved” sub-goal. 

The “Fault monitored and solved” represents different classes of problems that will be solved 

by DBSitter-AS. The objective of the “Information and knowledge managed” goal is to 

collect information of the user and the organization, while the “Events notified” goal is to 

inform the user about the events of the system.  
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Figure 17-3: Strategic rationale model (SR) for the DBSitter-AS 
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The “Information and knowledge managed” and “Events notified” were included to fulfill the 

following soft-goals: “Usable system provided”, “Self learning”, “Maintainable system 

provided”, “Customizable system provided” and “Trustful system provided”. These soft-goals 

guide the selection process of the appropriate architectural style [Kolp, Castro , Mylopoulos 

2001]. The Joint-venture organizational style was chosen because it allows greater autonomy 

to local roles, despite the delegation of authority which is given for a specific joint 

management role [Maciel 2007]. It is shown in Figure 17-4.  

Figure 17-4 shows the early architecture of DBSitter-AS. The following roles were created 

aiming to achieve the goals of the system (shown in Figure 17-3): “Fault solvers”, 

“Knowledge Base manager”, “Coordinator DBSitter-AS”, and “Reporter manager”. The 

“Events notified” goal was delegated to “Reporter manager” role, the “Fault monitored and 

solved” goal was delegated to “Fault solvers” role, and the “Information and knowledge 

managed” goal was delegated for “Knowledge Base manager” role. Following the Joint 

venture style, the “Coordinator DBSitter-AS” role was inserted into the model. “Fault Solver” 

delegates global plans execution control to the Coordinator, and provides information about 

the environment faults (Fault detected goal dependency) as well as helps the coordinator to 

solve tasks (Fault solved dependency). “Knowledge Base manager” provides information to 

other roles. Both “Coordinator” and “Fault Solver” can send information to system user about 

performed actions to “Report manager” role.   
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Figure 17-4: Architectural diagram for DBSitter-AS 

The “Coordinator DBSitter-AS” interacts with the “Knowledge Base manager” to know the 

environment as state and the global information concerning resolution and to use it to 

elaborate its plans to solve some problem. Figure 17-5 shows the components of the means-

end analysis of the coordinator DBSitter-AS.  

 

Figure 17-5: Coordinator DBSitter-AS SR diagram 
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“Fault solvers” is an abstraction used to facilitate the understanding of the DBSitter-AS. It is 

specialized into three roles: “Connectivity manager”, “OS manager or “DBMS manager” 

(Figure 17-6). Each one represents different classes of problems that will be solved by 

DBSitter-AS, acting on different types of faults (Connectivity faults, OS faults or DBMS 

faults). When a fault is detected, a resolution method must be applied to solve the detected 

problem.  This abstraction captures “Detecting and solving faults” organization structure 

shown in Figure 17-2. Because of this abstraction, we do not need to represent all 

specializations to see their interaction with other types including its coordinator which could 

make the architecture very complex to understand. 

Figure 17-6 depictures the abstraction levels of “Fault Solvers” describe before. Furthermore, 

the DBMS manager can be specialized in DBMS control structure manager role, DBMS 

physical object manager role, and DBMS logical object manager role. In this thesis an 

example of “DBMS logical object manager” role will be used. 

Figure 17-6: Fault solver specialization 

The implementation of the DBSitter-AS example includes agents that play “Fault solvers” 

roles. In particular, these agents perform the specialized “Fault solvers” roles: Connectivity 

manager, OS manager, DBMS control structure manager, DBMS physical object manager, 

and DBMS logical object manager. Each one has its own specific goal as shown in Table 

17-1. The roles are the leaves of the fault solver specialization hierarchy (Figure 17-6). The 

dependences between these specialized agent roles and the other roles in the system are the 

same as described in Figure 17-4 for the “Fault solvers” role. Moreover, agents that play 
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specialized fault solver roles can also interact among themselves to accomplish a collective 

goal. For example, if the “DBMS logical object manager” detects shared memory problems in 

the database, one of the things that needs to be done is to update the DBMS parameter. This 

function is the responsibility of “DBMS control structure manager”. So, the “DBMS logical 

object manager” needs to have a relation with the “DBMS control structure manager” to solve 

this problem.  This reflects one feature of the agent that is to cooperate in order to 

successfully carry out the task that someone delegates to it. 

Table 17-1: Goal of the specialization fault solver roles 

Role Goal
Connectivity manager Connectivity faults monitored and 

solved
OS manager OS problems and controlled

DBMS control structure manager DBMS control structures faults 
monitored and solved

DBMS physic object manager DBMS physic object faults 
monitored and solved

DBMS logical object manager DBMS logical object faults 
monitored and solved

Specialization of Fault Solver Role

 

The details of the “Fault solvers” are shown in Figure 17-7. The main goal of “fault solvers” 

is to have “Fault monitored and solved” which was decomposed into “Fault solved” and “fault 

detected” sub-goals. 

 

Figure 17-7: Fault solvers pattern SR diagram  
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Each “fault solvers” type has the same architecture that is shown in Figure 17-8. “Fault 

SOLVER” role and “Fault DETECTOR” role were created aiming to achieve the goals of the 

“Fault solvers” (shown in Figure 17-7). The “Fault solved” goal was delegated to “Fault 

SOLVER” role, and the “Fault detected” goal was delegated to “Fault DETECTOR”. The 

“Fault SOLVER” is responsible for executing the actions to resolve faults, so it achieves the 

“Fault solved” sub-goal of the “fault solvers” role. The “Fault DETECTOR” is responsible for 

monitoring status of elements that could fail and notifying the “Coordinator” about faults or 

perspectives of occurrences fault. Hence, it achieves the “Fault detected” sub-goal of the 

“fault solvers” role. For instance, in the DBMS domains, the Fault DETECTOR would be 

used for detect slow performance in the sharing memory module. 

As an example of development based on the DBSitter-AS specification, we selected one fault 

case that could be considered as a typical fault of commercial DBMS. The DBMS selected 

was the Oracle. The fault which needs to be solved by the agent society is incorrect 

dimension of the shared memory of Oracle DBMS. It was chosen because the solutions of  

this fault includes the participation of a set of agents that must cooperate.  
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Figure 17-8: Architectural diagram for Fault solvers pattern 

17.1.1 Example of Fault Handling Based on the DBSitter-AS 

When dimension shared memory is incorrect, it is necessary to adjust tables and indexes of 

the logical areas. The “DBMS logical object manager” is responsible for this. During this 

adjustment some DBMS parameters are updated, but the “DBMS logical object manager” 

does not have the ability to work with DBMS parameters, because it is a control structure 

element, so it asks the “DBMS control structure manager” to execute this.  
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Figure 17-9 depicts the part of DBSitter-AS used as our example. As explained before, it 

focuses on the “DBMS logical object manager” that interacts with the “DBMS control 

structure manager” to solve the chosen fault. “DBMS logical object manager” is an 

specialization of “Falt solvers” role (Figure 17-6), so it will use the same architecture 

described in Figure 17-8. “DBMS logical object manager” is a fault solvers responsible to 

solve logical objects faults in the DBMS (e.g. table, indexes). So, it needs agents that play the 

fault detector and fault solver roles specific to logical objects faults. They are called “Logical 

objects fault detector” and “Logical object fault solver”. Besides these roles, the “Wrapper 

DBMS” role whose responsibility is to communicate with the specific DBMS was created. 

The “Logical objects fault detector” needs to monitor the logical objects of the DBMS, 

through the communication with the “Wrapper DBMS” and to alert the coordinator about 

faults or   imminent faults, as well as to answer queries about object logical status for other 

agents. The “Logical object fault solver” is responsible for the correction of the actions in the 

DBMS, using the “Wrapper DBMS” to exchange message (containing commands and results 

in SQL –Structured Query Language). 

The “DBMS logical object manager” interacts with “DBMS control structure manager”, 

through its solver role.  
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Figure 17-9: Partial vision of DBSitter-AS architectural diagram (“DBMS logical object 
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manager”) 

Figures Figure 17-10 and Figure 17-11  show the “Logical objects fault detector” and 

“Logical object fault solver” SR diagram.  As explained before, the SR diagrams help to 

understand the behavior of the agent, through the identification of its goals and plans that 

achieve them. 

 

Figure 17-10: “Logical objects fault DETECTOR” SR diagram. 

 

 
Figure 17-11: “Logical object fault SOLVER” SR diagram. 

As shown in Figure 17-9, it is necessary for the “DBMS logical object manager” to interact 

with “DBMS control structure manager”, which needs agents that play the fault detector and 

fault solver roles specifically to control structure objects faults. They are called “Control 

structure objects fault detector” and “Control structure object fault solver”. It also uses the 

“Wrapper DBMS” role to communicate with the specific DBMS. 
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 Aiming to complete our example, the “DBMS control structure manager” is shown in the 

following figures: Figure 17-12, Figure 17-13 and  Figure 17-14. The explanation of these 

figures is the same of the “DBMS logical object manager”. Note thet all specializations of the 

fault solver role are based on the   pattern shown in Figure 17-8, changing the element treated 

(“logical object” to “control structure”).  

            
Figure 17-12: Partial vision of DBSitter-AS architectural diagram (“DBMS control structure 

manager”) 
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Figure 17-13: “Control structure fault DETECTOR” SR diagram 

 
Figure 17-14: “Control structure fault SOLVER” SR diagram 

Tracing the development of the system helps developers to understand it more clearly. If we 

know how the roles collaborate we can understand why a given agent presented some 

behavior during its execution. In the next section we show how our reference model can 

capture information for tracing purpose.  

We assume that the requirements of user have been already defined, as well as their 

association with the goals of the system. So, the boundary between the system and the world 

of user is clear. We know what the requirements of user are and which system requirements 

are needed to achieve the goals of the system.
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17.2 APPLYING OUR PROPOSAL 

The models are important when they capture the mechanisms that deal with the world’s 

complexity: abstraction, decomposition and hierarchy. Our model was constructed by 

observing these mechanisms. So, the REQUIREMENT class represents the requirements of 

the user, the PLAN represents the requirements of the system necessary to achieve the system 

objectives, represented by the HARDGOAL class. Non-functional requirements are treated as 

SOFTGOAL. The abstraction of the organization can be represented using the sub-

organization relation between organizations. The abstraction of fault solver role, used in our 

example, can be captured by using the “is-a” relation of ROLE class.  

The autonomy of the agent is related to their behaviors [Wooldridge 2002]. Some behaviors 

of the agent are not even known until run time. In this thesis, we work with role (abstract view 

of agent). The alternative plans that the agent can be execute may modeled in this level. We 

advocate that tracing the alternative plans help to understand the behaviour of the agent in a 

real time.  Other behaviors of the agent may emerge from the interaction with other agents. 

We advocate that if we trace the interactions between the agents the emergent behaviour can 

be understood. This helps the software engineer to better understand the system and to 

analyze the impact of changes before their implementation.  

DBSitter-AS has the coordinator role who is responsible for instantiating the agents that play 

the fault solver and the fault detector role for solving problems that occurred during run-time. 

When the designer wants to know why a specific interaction between the agents occurred, he 

or she could trace the dependences between the roles to clarify. In order to do so, it is 

necessary that the relation matrixes are constructed. The relation that captures dependencies 

between roles is the dependent relation type.  

The DBSitter-AS was presented as an architectural framework [Maciel 2007]. This 

architectural framework can be used to understand the interactions between the roles and 

representational structure for expressing the rationales underlying the decision processes of 

DBSitter-AS, in an abstract way. Then, this framework can be applied to understand the 

concrete roles which will be played by agents that implement the DBSItter-AS6.   In the 

                                                 
 
6 The concrete roles are the leaves shown in Figure 17-6. 
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following, we use our process to construct traceability matrixes for the abstract and concrete 

design of DBSitter-AS. Note that our focus is in analyzing the “Fault monitored and solved” 

systems’ goal. So, in the tables that represent the traceability elements that participate in the 

relationship, we only show the information required to construct the matrixes of the respective 

example. 

In the case of Abstract Design of DBSitter-AS (shown in: Figure 17-3, Figure 17-4, Figure 

17-5, and Figure 17-8), we focus on the “Coordinator DBSitter-AS” and the “Fault solvers”. 

For the Coordinator DBSitter-AS we show how the reference model captures its interactions 

with the other roles and the components of the means-end analysis which help to understand 

its autonomy. The goal of “Fault solvers” (i.e. Fault monitored and solved) is achieved when 

their Fault DETECTOR and Fault SOLVER roles interact. In this case we can see that our 

approach captures the cooperation among agents.   

In the case of Concrete design of DBSitter-AS (shown in: Figure 17-9, Figure 17-10, Figure 

17-11, Figure 17-13 and Figure 17-14), we have two concerns: (1) to capture the agent 

traceability elements and their relationships for the example describe in  section 17.1.1, that 

show how the specializations of the “fault solvers” interact to solve a specific problem; (2) to 

use the matrixes created in (1) to show how our  proposal can help developers to analyze the 

impact of  changes. 

Abstract Design of DBSitter-AS 

In this part we aim to describe how the designer can identify “which roles the coordinator 

DBSitter-AS interacts to achieve its goals, and which alternative plans it can use in a fault 

resolution”. To address this we first identify the relevant information, then we define the 

relationships between these instances, and finally the traceability matrixes are defined. Each 

of these steps is detailed throughout this section. 

Before, we apply the process to construct our traceability matrixes, lets recap the relevant 

parts of our case study. The “Cordinator DBSiterr-AS” has “coordinated” as its goal (see 

Figure 17-4), i.e. to coordinate tasks and operation and manage sharing of knowledge and 

resources [Maciel 2007]. The “Cordinator DBSiterr-AS” has two alternative plans for 

allocating tasks (“Instance new agent” or “Choose active agent”) (Figure 17-5). The 

“Cordinator DBSiterr-AS” role interacts with the “Knowledge Base manager” role to know 

the state of the environment and the global information concerning resolution, it also depend 
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on the “Fault solver” role to detect and solve faults, as well as to check the fault status (Figure 

17-4). The “Fault solvers” achieves this goal, when the “Fault SOLVER” interacts with the 

“Fault DETECTOR” (Figure 17-8). So, the behaviour of the “Fault solvers” emerges out of 

the cooperation between the “Fault SOLVER” and “Fault DETECTOR” (Figure 17-8).  

Our process is divided into three parts. First, during the Information Gathering (IG) step, we 

collect the relevant information for identifying the agent’s elements of the system. We store 

this information in a structure table form. In the second step the relations between these 

elements are identified and presented in a matrix form. This is called Information Strutcturing 

(Ist). The third step instantiates the matrixes created in (Ist) with the elements, identified in 

(IG), that participate in the relation. This step is called Definition of Traceability Matrixes 

(DTM). 

Information Gathering (IG) 

The input to this step are the Strategic rational model (SR) (Figure 17-3) and the Architectural 

diagram (Figure 17-4) of the DBSitter-AS, as well as the diagrams of the relevant roles for 

our example (i.e. Coordinator DBSitter-AS (Figure 17-5) and Fault solvers (Figure 17-8).  

According to the process described in section 16.6 we executed the four activities ( IG1 to 

IG4) to identify Goals, Plans, Roles, Dependences and Resources in our example. To improve 

understandability, the table structure used to describe the elements for tracing (see section 

16.5) was slightly changed. A column named “Diagram” was added to indicate from which 

diagram the element came from. For example, the Hard-goal table (Table 17-2) is constructed 

as follows:  

• In the Strategic rational model (SR) of the DBSitter-AS diagram (Figure 17-3) we 

identify the goals: “Autonomous fault resolution performed”, “Fault monitored and 

solved”, “Events notified”, and “Information and knowledge managed”. 

• In the Coordinator DBSitter-AS SR diagram (Figure 17-5) we find the “Coordinated” 

goal. 

• In the Fault solvers pattern SR (Figure 17-8) diagram the “Fault solved”, and “Fault 

detected” were identified. It is important to observe that   “Fault monitored and solved” 

goal was already considered during the analysis of the Strategic rational model (SR) of 

the DBSitter-AS diagram (Figure 17-3), so it does not need to be duplicated softgoals 

(see Table 17-3) are related to DBSitter-AS diagram (see Figure 17-3). 
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In Table 17-2 and Table 17-3 the column named Diagram is filled in with the number of the 

diagram used to identify the respective goal (Hard-goal or Soft-goal). In summary, for 

identifying the goals of the system and the roles we use the SR diagram of the DBSitter-AS 

(Figure 17-3). However, we only consider the goals related to our example. We also relied on 

the SR diagram of the Coordinator DBSitter-AS (Figure 17-5) and the architectural diagram 

of Fault solvers (Figure 17-8). The softgoals were identified using the SR diagram of the 

DBSitter-AS. The roles that have plans which contribute to realization of the softgoal it is not 

considered in our example. 

Table 17-2: Hard-Goal   

ID Instance
HG1 Autonomous fault resolution performed
HG2 Fault monitored and solved
HG3 Events notified
HG4 Information and knowledge managed
HG5 Cordinated Figure 5-5
HG6 Fault solved
HG7 Fault detected

GOAL:  Hard-goal Diagram

Figure 5-3

Figure 5-8
 

Table 17-3: Soft-Goal  

Diagram
ID Instance

SG1 Maintainable system provided
SG2 Customizable system provided
SG3 Usable system provided
SG4 Trustful system
SG5 Self learning

GOAL: Softgoal-goal

Figure 5-3

 
The information related to plans is also required (see  

 

Table 17-4). Hence, we consider the diagrams related to the diagrams of the Coordinator 

DBSitter-AS (Figure 17-5) and Fault solvers (Figure 17-8). The decomposition of the plans 

will also be presented in a matrix way after the execution of the activities involved in 

Information Structuring (Ist) and Definition of Traceability Matrixes (DMT) steps. 

 

 

Table 17-4: Plan  
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ID Instance
PL1 Cordinate
PL2 Allocate task
PL3 Elaborate plans
PL4 Allocate resource
PL5 Instance agents
PL6 Instance new agent
PL7 Choose active agent
PL8 Solve faults
PL9 Monitor status

Figure 5-5

Figure 5-8

DiagramPlan

 
The selection of relevant roles (see Table 17-5) of our example came from the Architectural 

diagram of the DBSitter-AS (Figure 17-4) and the Fault solvers (Figure 17-8). The 

relationship which represents that the Fault DETECTOR and Fault SOLVER are the roles that 

interacts to achieve the goal of the Fault solvers will be describe by one matrix after the 

execution of the Information Structuring (Ist) and Definition of Traceability Matrixes (DMT) 

steps. 

Table 17-5: Role  

ID Instance
R1 Coordinat6r DBSitter-AS
R2 Reporter manager
R3 Knowledge base manager
R4 Fault solvers
R5 Fault DETECTOR
R6 Fault SOLVER

Role Diagram

Figure 5-4

Figure 5-8
 

The dependences between the roles (see  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 17-6) were captured using the DBSitter-AS (Figure 17-4) and Fault solvers (Figure 

17-8) Solvers Architectural diagram. For simplicity, some goal dependences are not 
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considered in our example, like “Events notified” and the “Information and knowledge 

managed” in Figure 17-4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 17-6: Dependency  

ID Instance Type Dependency
D1 Events  of fault solver Resource Figure 5-4
D2 Events of coordination Resource
D3 Coordinate Goal

D33 Fault monitored and solved Goal
D4 Fault solved Goal
D5 Fault status Resource
D6 Fault detected Goal
D7 Fault episode resolution feedback registered Goal
D8 Fault resolution plan queired Goal
D9 Specific episode resolution plan Resource

D10 Fault episode plan  resolution registered Goal
D11 Plan resolution information queried Goal
D12 Resolution plan Resource
D13 Episode resolution plan Resource
D14 Global information of resolution Resource
D17 Status Resource Figure 5-8

DiagramDEPENDENCY

 
The resources (see Table 17-7) were identified in the SR diagram of the Coordinator 

DBSitter-AS (Figure 17-5) and the architectural diagram of Fault solvers (Figure 17-8). 

Table 17-7: Resource 
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ID Instance
RS2 Events of coordination
RS3 Episode resolution plan
RS1 Events of fault solver 
RS8 Fault Status
RS9 Status

Figure 5-8

Resource Diagram

Figure 5-5

 
Having gathered all relevant information for the question at hand, we should now structure it. 

Information structuring 

In order to capture the interaction among roles, we can define a dependent relation named 

collaboration. It will be the result of the activity “Ist1: Define Dependent relation” 

Figure 17-15 presents the “Collaboration structure matrix”  created including their respective 

values found after we apply the Ist3: Set values for the Association Matrix. 

Collaboration Instance of
<<dependent>> dependee class

→
Instance of {<dependum nome , 

dependent class dependum type>}
 

Figure 17-15: Collaboration matrix structure. 

Suppose that the developer would like to know if the behaviour of “Coordinator DBSitter-

AS” may need active agents to play the “Fault solvers” role.It may be required because we 

have to delegate a hard-goal to it. Moreever, the (hard) goal maybe satisfied by plans, which 

in turn can be decomposed in sub-plans. To capture this rich information structure the 

following relation types are required: <<ownership>> that we call has, <<satisfiability>> that 

we name Accomplish, and <<aggregation>> that we call Sub-goal. This is result of the “Ist2: 

Define Association Matrix Structure” activity. 

Figure 17-16 presents the structure matrixes created including their respective values defined 

after we apply the Ist3: Set values for the Association Matrix activity.  
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Figure 17-16: Structure matrixes 

Definition of traceability matrixes  

Having identified the agent’s elements to be traced (step IG) and have selected the 

relationships (step Ist) needed for our example, we now need to define the traceability 

matrixes (step DTM) that represents this relationships.   

In the activity “DTM1: Create Traceability Matrix” the Collaboration structure matrix (Figure 

17-15) relation is filled in with the instances of the Role and Dependency table. Using the 

information from Architectural Diagram of DBSitter-AS (Figure 17-4) we execute the 

“DTM2: Define Matrix Relationship” identifying the dependencies between the Roles and 

their respective type, that is, we set the values of the relation (see 16.5.2). Figure 17-17 

depicts this matrix. 

Collaboration            
<<dependent>>              

→
R4- Fault solvers R3- Knowledge base manager

<D4-Fault solved, goal> <D10-Fault episode resolution plan 
registed, goal>

<D5-Fault status,resource> <D11-Plan resolution information queried, 
goal>

<D6-Fault detected,goal> <D12- Resolution plan, resource>
<D14- Global information of 
resolution,resource>

R1- Coordinator DBSitter-AS

 

Figure 17-17: Dependent matrix  

When the developer wants to know which roles the “Cordinator DBSitter-AS” role interacts 

with in order to achieve its goals he or she can use the dependent matrix (Figure 17-17). 

He/She can know that “Cordinator DBSitter-AS” has three dependencies with the “Fault 

solvers” role, identifying the name of the dependency and its type. For example, there are 

three interactions between the “Cordinator DBSitter-AS” and “Fault solvers”, two of them are 

Accomplish
<<satisfability>>

→
PLAN <H/M/L,A/O>

HARD-GOAL 

Has            
<<ownership>>      

→
HARD-GOAL

ROLE <A/O>

Sub-Plan
<<aggregation>>

→
PLAN <H/M/L, A/O>

PLAN
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the goal type (<D4-Fault solved, goal>, <D6-Fault detected, goal>) and the third is the 

resource type (<D5-Fault status, resource>). 

If we need to capture the means-end analysis we can create the matrixes (activity DTM1: 

Create Traceability Matrix) that represent the following relationships structured in (Ist): Has, 

Accomplish, Execute, and Sub-goal. Their respective values should also be defined (activity 

“DTM2: Define Matrix Relationship”). The   “Cordinator DBSitter-AS” SR diagram (Figure 

17-5) is used to identify the relationship between the identified traceability elements  (IG).  In 

Figure 17-18, we show the tables that represent the elements that are related (ROLE and 

GOAL), and the “Has matrix structure” used to create the “Has matrix”, that represents the 

“Has relationship” In other words, “Corrdinator DBSitter-AS” role has one (hard) goal named 

coordinated. 

 From now on, we represent the other matrixes without their traceability element table neither 

their structure. This will simplify the figures. 

Figure 17-18: Has matrix 

Figure 17-19 shows the accomplish matrix that is used to identify that the “Coordinate” plan 

is used to accomplish the “Coordinated” goal. 

Acomplish                    
<<satisfy>>                   

→
HG5- Cordinated

PL1- Cordinate <H,O>
 

Figure 17-19: Accomplish matrix 

Traceability Elements

Has  matrix structure

Has
<<ownership>>

→
HARD-GOAL 

ROLE <A/O>

ID Instance
R1 Coordinator DBSitter-AS
R2 Reporter manager
R3 Knowledge base manager
R4 Fault solvers
R5 Fault DETECTOR
R6 Fault SOLVER

Role

ID Instance
HG1 Autonomous fault resolution performed
HG2 Fault monitored and solved
HG3 Events notified
HG4 Information and knowledge managed
HG5 Cordinated
HG6 Fault solved
HG7 Fault detected

GOAL:  Hard-goal

Has                 
<<ownership>>               

→
HG5-Cordinated

R1-Coordinator DBSitter-AS <A>

Traceability Elements

Has  matrix structure

Has
<<ownership>>

→
HARD-GOAL 

ROLE <A/O>

ID Instance
R1 Coordinator DBSitter-AS
R2 Reporter manager
R3 Knowledge base manager
R4 Fault solvers
R5 Fault DETECTOR
R6 Fault SOLVER

Role

ID Instance
HG1 Autonomous fault resolution performed
HG2 Fault monitored and solved
HG3 Events notified
HG4 Information and knowledge managed
HG5 Cordinated
HG6 Fault solved
HG7 Fault detected

GOAL:  Hard-goal

Has                 
<<ownership>>               

→
HG5-Cordinated

R1-Coordinator DBSitter-AS <A>
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Likewise, Figure 17-20  indicates that the   “PL6- Instance new agent” and “PL7- Choose 

active agent” plans are sub-plans of the “PL2- Allocate task plan”. The tuple value <H, O> in 

both relationships indicates that this is an OR decomposition. The sub-plans have a high 

degree of importance to the system.  

 

Sub-plan         
<<agregation>>      

→                 
PL2- Allocate task PL3- Elaborate 

plans
PL4- Allocate 
resource

PL5- Instance 
agents

PL2- Allocate 
task

PL1- Cordinate <H,A> <H,A> <H,A> <H,A>
PL6- Instance new 
agent <H,O>

PL7- Choose active 
agent <H,O>

 
Figure 17-20: Sub-goal matrix 

So, the developer can trace if the “Coordinator DBSitter-AS” role (Figure 17-18) has a goal 

named “Coordinate”, which is accomplished by the “Coordinate” plan. When the “Cordinator 

DBSitter-AS” needs to perform the “Allocate Task” there are two means to do it. It can crete 

a new agent (PL6) or choose an active agent (PL7) to play the “Fault solvers” role. So, our 

approach can help to understand the autonomy of the agents.  

 
For simplicity, the matrixes used to trace what are the “Fault solvers role (Figure 17-8) goals 

are shown without the description of the Definition of traceability matrixes and Information 

Structuring WorkDefinition.  

In the Fault solver SR diagram (Figure 17-7), we see that main goal (H2- Fault monitored and 

solved) of the “Fault solvers” role is decomposed into “Fault solved” (H6) and “Fault 

detected” (H7). The decomposition of a goal is captured by the “Sub-goal matrix”. The 

Architectural diagram for Fault solver (Figure 17-8) shows that the behaviour of the “Fault 

solvers” role is archived by the interaction between the “Fault DETECTOR” and Fault 

“SOLVER roles”. We can use the “Part-of relation” to express that the “Fault DETECTOR” 

and Fault “SOLVER roles” are part of the “Fault solvers” role. Similarly, the “Collaboration 

relation” can be used to capture the cooperation between the “Fault DETECTOR” and Fault 

“SOLVER roles”. So, our approach also captures the cooperation between roles. 

After describing some uses of our traceability approach in the context of the abstract design of 

DBSitter-AS, we can proceed to discuss concrete issues. 
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Concrete Design of DBSitter-AS 

In section 17.1.1 we presented a concrete design of a specific fault handling (“incorrect 

dimension of shared memory”) based on DBSitter-AS. We can follow the process described in 

section 16.6. First we define traceability matrixes. Then, we use them to analyze a change 

requested by the DBA.   

Here, we want to show how the designer can analyze the impact when the DBA decide to 

resolve problems of views in autonomous way (View, in Oracle, is a single table that is 

derived from other tables and does not necessarily exists in physical form.). To deal with this 

first we defined the traceability matrixes for the example described in section 17.1.1, then, 

after the DBA chooses the classification of view as a logical object, we analyze the matrixes 

to verify the impact of this change (introducing of a new element) 

The requirement traceability processes to construct the tables and the matrixes for the 

concrete design of DBSitter-AS is the same discussed in the abstract design of DBSitter-AS 

case. So, here we only present the traceability matrixes that identify roles executed by agents. 

We show how they interact to solve the “incorrect dimension of shared memory” problem 

described in section 17.1.1.  

During development the designers can construct matrixes to be used to understand the system. 

In this case it is important to capture roles and which interactions are needed between them to 

solve the specific fault. Besides this, the goals of these roles and the plans that achieve them 

should be considered.  

As discussed in section 17.1.1, the solution requires the table and indexes of the logical area 

to be adjusted. “DBMS logical object manager” is responsible for these adjustment, but it 

needs that the “DBMS control structure manager” updates some parameters. The “DBMS 

logical object manager” interacts using the “DBMS logical object fault SOLVER”.  Using the 

collaboration matrix it is possible to register the interactions between the roles. For example, 

Figure 17-21 shows that the “Logical object fault SOLVER” (R11) uses the “LO Status” 

resource created by the “Logical objects fault DETECTOR” (R10), and the “CS Fault status” 

resource created by the “DBMS control structure manager” (R12). 
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Collaboration              
<<dependent>>                  

→

R12- DBMS  control structure 
manager

R10- Logical objects fault 
DETECTOR

R11- Logical objects fault SOLVER <D28- CS Fault solved, goal>

<D29- CS Fault status,resource>

<D30- CS Fault detected,goal>

R9- DBMS  logical object manager <D36-LO Fault deteced, goal>

<D34- LO Status, resource>

 

Figure 17-21: Collaboration Matrix  

To know what are the goals of each role, we can use the has matrix. Hence, Figure 17-22 

indicates that the “DBMS logical object manager” (R9) has “DBMS logical objects faults 

monitored and solved” (HG8) as part of its mental state.  

Has                 
<<ownership>>            

→

HG8- DBMS logical 
objects faults 
monitored and solved

HG9- LO Fault detected HG10- LO Fault solved
HG11- DBMS control 
structure faults monitored 
and solved

R9- DBMS  logical object 
manager <A>

R10- Logical objects fault 
DETECTOR <A>

R11- Logical objects fault 
SOLVER <A>

R12- DBMS  control structure 
manager <A>

 

Figure 17-22: Has matrix 

For identifying which plan accomplishs the goal, we can use the accomplish matrix. 
Therefore, Figure 17-23 informs that the “Solve LO faults” (PL20) accomplishes the “LO 
Fault solved” (HD10) hard goal. 

Accomplish           
<<satisfy>>               

→

HG9- LO Fault 
detected

HG10- LO Fault 
solved

HG12- CS Fault 
detected

HG13- CS Fault 
solved

PL20- Solve LO faults <H,A>
PL9-Monitore LO status <H,A>
PL16- Monitor CS status <H,A>
PL17- Solve CS Faults <H,A>  

Figure 17-23: Accomplish matrix 

The “DBMS logical object fault SOLVER” can solve several types of logical objects. The 

sub-plan matrix records this. We use the Figure 17-11 during the construction of this matrix. 

In the example the sub-plan used is “PL11- Resize tables and indexes logical areas” (Figure 

17-24). So, if an “incorrect dimension of shared memory” occurs the “Resize tables and 

indexes” (PL10) is executed by the agent that plays the “Logical objects fault SOLVER” role. 
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Sub-plan             
<<aggregation>>           

→
PL20-Solve LO faults

PL10- Solve performance 
problems <H,O>

PL11- Resize tables and 
indexes logical areas <H,O>

PL12- Alert security 
violations <H,O>

PL13- Resize tables and 
indexes partitions <H,O>

PL14- Fix tables and indexes 
corruptions <H,O>

PL15- Fix tables and indexes 
fragmentation <H,O>

 

Figure 17-24: Sub-plan matrix. 

One of the potential benefits of requirement traceability is the ability to access the impact of 

changes as we saw in section 14.1. Our proposal allows designers and maintainers to keep 

track of what happens when a change request is implemented, before a system is redesigned. 

For example, suppose that DBA (Data Base Manager) decides to materialized view that was 

not considered before   (View, in Oracle, is a single table that is derived from other tables and 

does not necessarily exists in physical form.). View is considered as a logical object. So, the 

DBA needs to have a good model for tracing and identifying which role can be used to do 

this, or if it is necessary to create a new role, and which changes will be required so. Our 

approach can help him/her by offering a good agent reference model that captures agent 

features and offers a set of traceability matrixes that could be traced. 

To analyze the impact of the introduction a new object – in the example, the view, the DBA 

needs to identify the classification of the new object (in this case it is a logical object), and 

which role could become responsible for it (e.g .the “DBMS logical object manager”).  The 

collaboration matrix (Figure 17-21) can be used to trace the other roles that could be 

influenced by this change (that is the introduction of a new logical object for the DBSitter-AS 

to deal with it).  

Hence we use the “has” matrix (Figure 17-22) to capture which goals the role is responsible 

for (e.g. the “R10- Logical object fault DETECTOR” role has the “HG9-  LO  fault solved” 

goal) Then, we can rely on the “accomplish” matrix (Figure 17-23) to know which plans 

accomplish these goals (e.g. “PL20- Solve LO faults” plan accomplishes the “HG9- LO  fault 

solved” goal). We also use the “sub-goal” and “sub-plan” matrixes to find the goals and the 

plans that could be part of the decompositions created during the means-ends analysis. In this 
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example we do not have goal decomposition. The decomposition of plan is shown in Figure 

17-24. So, it is possible to identify all the elements influenced by this change, which are to 

create a new sub-plan, specificly to deal with faults in materialized view.  This is a sub-plan 

of “PL20- Solve LO fault” plan which accomplise the “HG9- LO Fault Solved” goal of the 

“R11-Logical objects fault SOLVER” role. It is necessary to review the dependences between 

this role with the “R10- Logical object fault DETECTOR” role and the other roles described 

in Collaboration matrix (Figure 17-21). 

17.3 SUMMARY 

In this chapter we presented the application of our proposal to the DBSitter-AS example. 

Knowing individually the elements of agent-oriented development, such as goals, plans, roles 

and resources and the relations between them, makes it easier for the designers to discover 

why one specific agent acts in a specific way. Our reference model captures these elements 

and the process helps to construct the traceability matrixes that can be used to trace the roles 

played by the agents and their interactions.  

In the agent-oriented development it is important to understand how the agents act and 

collaborate to achieve the goals of the system. The collaboration between the agents can be 

traced using the dependent trace matrix. Furthermore, we have the possibility to capture 

different abstraction level, as well as the autonomy and collaboration characteristics of agent-

oriented development.   
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions  

 

 

This chapter presents some final considerations about our research and 

future works.  

 

18 CONCLUSIONS 
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18.1 CONSIDERATIONS 

This thesis was structured in four main parts: 

• A review and discussion of the concepts in traceability; 

• A review and discussion of the   concepts in agent-oriented software engineering; 

• The definition of our approach: traceability metamodel, traceabilyt reference model and 

a process to guide the construct on of the matrixes using our models; 

• Two examples of MAS were used to show our proposal. 

Our approach was developed in Tropos project context. We observed that the current Tropos 

approach does not support traceability. Our proposal is a novel proposal to deal with 

traceability in Tropos. Traceability enables developers to follow the trace between 

requirements and the respective artefacts, improving the quality of the software development. 

We defined an agent vocabulary to be used in the context of software development. The 

Media@ system was used to explain our approach. The DBSitter-AS was used as an example 

to demonstrate the suitability of our approach. In chapter 5, during description of Abstract 

Design of DBSitter-AS, we had shown how our approach helps to understand the autonomy 

of the agent and how the agents interact to achieve goals. In the same chapter, the example of 

the Concrete Design of DBSitter-AS was used to show how the developer can use our 

approach to analyze the impact of the introduction of a new object. We can conclude that it 

captures elements that help the understanding of autonomy and cooperation of the agents. 

This research is a step towards the support of traceability in Tropos [Castro, et al. 2003; 

Castro, Pinto, Castor, Mylopoulos 2003; Pinto, Silva,  Castro 2005a; Pinto, Silva,  Castro 

2005b;Pinto et al. 2007]. In our approach agent elements are identified using our traceability 

process and traceability reference model. The dependent, ownership, realization, resource and 

contribution relations were created to capture the relationship between specific elements 

present in the agent-oriented development. In order to address the lack of a clear meaning for 

the terms used in agent oriented paradigm, we had to define an agent vocabulary. 
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18.2 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

In this section we compare our proposal with the ones of Ramesh’s [Ramesh, Jarke 2001] and 

Toranzo’s [Toranzo 2002] work. Because our thesis extends Toranzo’s proposal, the 

comparison with it is more detailed. 

Ramesh presented traceability metamodel to support system traceability. He defined three 

main relation types: Depends-on, Evolves-To and Rationale. He used specializations of these 

relations types to construct reference models for high-end user and low-end users. He did not 

consider relations for agent-oriented development. Our model deals with agent introducing 

some specifics relation for this paradigm. 

In the appendix A Toranzo’s proposal is described. . Table 18-1 shows a summary of the 

comparison between our and Toranzo’s proposal. This comparison is explained below. 

Table 18-1: Our Proposal X Toranzo’s Proposal 

Our Proposal Toranzo's Proposal
Requirements are not classified explicitly √ х
The means-end  softgoal analise can be 
trace √ х

Complexit of role can be abstracted √ х
Dependence between roles is explicitly 
expressed. √ х

Capture the rationale or assumptions on 
which requirements or designs are based х √

 
Hierarchy is a technique that can be used to develop software with quality. Classifying 

requirement into groups of related abstractions (e.g. non-functional requirement, functional 

requirement and system requirement), can help to explicitly distinguish the common and 

distinct properties of different requirement, which further assists us to master their inherent 

complexity [Booch 1994]. In our proposal, requirements can be classified in three ways: user 

functional requirements (depicted by hard-goal), non-functional (soft-goals) and system 

requirement (the plans). Hence, the system can be better understood by the designers and 

maintainers. In Toranzo’s approach this classification did not exist.  

It is well known that non-functional requirements (NFRs) [Chung, Nixon, Yu, Mylopoulos 

2000] impact software development. Yet they are difficult to deal with since they are hard to 

quantify, and often conflict with each other. For us the NFR is a softgoal. The developments 

of a means-ends hierarchy of soft-goal, until some soft-goals are addressed by linking to plans 
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should be traced. The contribution relation can be used to deal with this. However, Toranzo’s 

approach did not support this information. 

During the agent development process some roles may become quite complex. In order to 

deal with the complexity we need to abstract from it. Unable to master the entirety of a 

complex role, we can choose to ignore some irrelevant details, dealing instead with the 

generalized, idealized model of the role. This abstraction needs to be traced. In our approach 

this is possible using the generalization relation type, which was not the case in Toranzo’s 

work. He does not capture the abstraction of roles. He also does not capture the dependence 

relation that is necessary to describe the cooperation between the agents. In his approach the 

agent should be treated as a subsystem. Thus, it is not possible to capture the autonomy and 

cooperation of the agents, because we could not represent explicitly the dependence between 

them, neither their representational structure for expressing the rationales behind the decision 

process. 

18.3 CONTRIBUTIONS 

This thesis aims to address current issues related to the lack of standard semantic 

interpretations of agent traceability relations and establish meaningful forms of semantics for 

them and introduce traceability in late requirement and architectural phases  in Tropos. The 

key contributions proposed in this thesis were:  (i) an agent traceability metamodel; (ii) an 

agent traceability reference model and (iii) a process to construct the traceability matrixes 

during agent software system development. 

Relations were defined according to the traceability metamodel to capture traceability in 

agent-oriented development. Dependent relation aids to trace the cooperation between agents. 

Using the ownership and realization relation it is possible to trace the capability of the agent. 

The capabilities of the agent can be known if we are able to tell which plans accomplished a 

particular  goal. Using the resource relation it is possible to trace which resource the role, 

played by the agent, use or need. The contribution relation helps to trace the means-end 

analysis between softgoals and understand how the softgoal is realized.  

Matrixes were constructed using the traceability process. They can be used by designers to 

trace individual and social aspects of roles, played by agents. This aids them to understand the 

behavior of the agent system, for example, we can now answer how the goals of the system 
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are achieved by the roles. Likewise, we can determine which system goals emerges from the 

cooperation among roles, played by agents.  A process was described to allow the approach to 

be used in the Tropos project. 

 In summary, our research contribution was focused on giving traceability mechanism for 

agent-oriented development with a view of introducing traceability in Tropos.  

18.4 FUTURE WORK 

The traceability of agent-oriented software development encompasses a wide set of activities, 

and this thesis has not been able to tackle all of these in depth. There are a number of relevant 

elements using in the agent-oriented and some phases of Tropos that our approach does not 

address yet. So, several aspects of our approach requires further works: 

• to apply the traceability process in the rest of Tropos phases; 

• to condut more case studies in order to better evaluate our proposal; 

• to increase the granularity of other aspects of agent traceability. For example, which 

specific actions of the plan is dependent on other agents; 

• to test the usefulness of our approach in other agent-oriented methodologies (for example 

Gaia); 

• to develop a CASE tool to support the construction of the matrixes and the traceability 

process; 

Additionally, in our future work we intend to extend our proposal in the following directions: 

• to consider other types of agent, such as learning and reactive agents; 

• to represent the organization as an explicit institutional model, with their rules and norms 

well defined.   

• to allow the approach to be applied in the context of open systems; 
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Appendix 
A. Appying DBSitter-AS in Toranzo’s Proposal 

Toranzo’s reference model is described in section 14.3.2. Figure I presents reference model as 

a general view, as shown in section 16.4.1. Here, we will apply it in the DBSitter-AS system. 

 

Figure I: Toranzo’s reference model 
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The process used has three WorkDefinition: 1. Information Gathering (IG); 2. Information 

Structuring (ISt); 3. Definition of Traceability Matrixes (DTM). We are using the process 

described in section 16.6.  

Information Gathering 

In this wordefinition are identified the goals, plans, roles, dependences and resources. 

Using toranzo’s proposal the requirements functional and non-functional are represented in 

the same class - REQUIREMENT. So, the softgoals could be represented in 

REQUIREMENT class as a non-functional requirement. The plans can be represented in the 

REQUIREMENT class, by to be considered requirements of the system.  

The goals can be considered as element of SYSTEM OBJECTIVE class. The roles can be 

represented by the SUBSYSTEM class. The resources that the role could need to, use or 

created, could be represented creating a new sub-class of DESIGN ELEMENT name 

RESOURCE. Following, these classes are presented. We use the same notation of that used in 

section 17.2. 

Table I: Requirements 

Diagram
ID Instance

SG1 Maintainable system provided
SG2 Customizable system provided
SG3 Usable system provided
SG4 Trustfulsystem

SG5 Self learning
PL1 Cordinate
PL2 Allocate task
PL3 Elaborate plans
PL4 Allocate resource
PL5 Instance agent
PL6 Solve faults
PL7 Monitore status

Requirements

Figure 5-3

Figure 5-5

Figure 5-7
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Table II: System Objective 

ID Instance
HG1 Autonomous fault resolution performed
HG2 Fault monitored and solved
HG3 Events notified
HG4 Information and knowledge managed
HG5 Cordinated Figure 5-5
HG6 Fault solved
HG7 Fault detected

Sistem Objective Diagram

Figure 5-3

Figure 5-6
 

Table III: Subsystem 

ID Instance
R1 Coordination DBSitter-AS
R2 Reporter manager
R3 Knowledge base manager
R4 Fault solvers
R5 Fault DETECTOR
R6 Fault SOLVER

Figure 5-4

Figure 5-8

Subsystem Diagram

 
Table IV: Resource 

ID Instance
RS2 Events of coordination
RS3 Episode resolution plan
RS1 Events of fault solver 
RS8 Fault Status
RS9 Status

Figure 5-8

Resource Diagram

Figure 5-5

 

Structure the information  

In this WorkDefinition there are three activities: ISt1: Define DEPENDENT Relation; ISt2: 

Define Association Matrix Structure and ISt3: Set Values for the Association Matrix. The first 

activity did not support by Toranzo’s approach, because in it there are not ternary relation. 

Executing the activity ISt2 we choose to create the relations defined in Table V. In this table 

the first column is that the name of the relation type , the second is the name choose for us by 

the relation, and the third is the name of the participation entities. 
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Table V: Traceability selected 

Type Name Entity
<<satisfiability>> Accomplish Requirement X 

System Objective

<<allocation>> Execute Requirement X 
Subsystem

Relations Selected

 

Figure II presents the structure matrixes created including their respective values found after 
we apply the activity ISt3. 

Accomplish      
<<satisfiability>>     

→

SYSTEM 
OBJECTIVE

REQUIREMENT <H/M/L,A/O>
 

Execute         
<<allocation>>      

→
SUBSYSTEM

REQUIREMENT <→>  
Figure II: Structure matrixes 

Definition of traceability matrixes  

In this WorkDefinition there are two activities: DTM1: Create Traceability Matrixes and 

DTM2: Define Matrix Relation. Appling these activities, we construct the traceability 

matrixes shown in Figures III and IV. 

Figure III: Accomplish matrix. 

  

 

Traceability Elements

Accomplish matrix structure

Traceability matrix

Accomplish      
<<satisfiability>>     

→

SYSTEM 
OBJECTIVE

REQUIREMENT <H/M/L,A/O>

Accomplish           
<<satisfiability>>           

→
HG6- Fault solved HG7 - Fault detected

PL6-Solve faults <H,A>
PL7-Monitore status <H,A>

ID Instance
SG1 Maintainable system provided
SG2 Customizable system provided
SG3 Usable system provided
SG4 Trustfulsystem
SG5 Self learning
PL1 Cordinate
PL2 Allocate task
PL3 Elaborate plans
PL4 Allocate resource
PL5 Instance agent
PL6 Solve faults
PL7 Monitore status

Requirements

ID Instance
HG1 Autonomous fault resolution 
HG2 Fault monitored and solved
HG3 Events notified
HG4 Information and knowledge managed
HG5 Cordinated
HG6 Fault solved
HG7 Fault detected

Sistem Objective

Traceability Elements

Accomplish matrix structure

Traceability matrix

Accomplish      
<<satisfiability>>     

→

SYSTEM 
OBJECTIVE

REQUIREMENT <H/M/L,A/O>

Accomplish           
<<satisfiability>>           

→
HG6- Fault solved HG7 - Fault detected

PL6-Solve faults <H,A>
PL7-Monitore status <H,A>

ID Instance
SG1 Maintainable system provided
SG2 Customizable system provided
SG3 Usable system provided
SG4 Trustfulsystem
SG5 Self learning
PL1 Cordinate
PL2 Allocate task
PL3 Elaborate plans
PL4 Allocate resource
PL5 Instance agent
PL6 Solve faults
PL7 Monitore status

Requirements

ID Instance
HG1 Autonomous fault resolution 
HG2 Fault monitored and solved
HG3 Events notified
HG4 Information and knowledge managed
HG5 Cordinated
HG6 Fault solved
HG7 Fault detected

Sistem Objective
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Figure IV: Execute matrix 

 
 
 

Traceability Elements

Accomplish matrix structure

Traceability matrix

Execute         
<<allocation>>      

→
SUBSYSTEM

REQUIREMENT <→>

Execute              
<<allocation>>             

→
R6-Fault SOLVER R5-Fault DETECTOR

PL6-Solve faults  →

PL7-Monitore status  →

ID Instance
SG1 Maintainable system provided
SG2 Customizable system provided
SG3 Usable system provided
SG4 Trustfulsystem
SG5 Self learning
PL1 Cordinate
PL2 Allocate task
PL3 Elaborate plans
PL4 Allocate resource
PL5 Instance agent
PL6 Solve faults
PL7 Monitore status

Requirements

ID Instance
R1 Coordination DBSitter-AS
R2 Reporter manager
R3 Knowledge base manager
R4 Fault solvers
R5 Fault DETECTOR
R6 Fault SOLVER

Subsystem

Traceability Elements

Accomplish matrix structure

Traceability matrix

Execute         
<<allocation>>      

→
SUBSYSTEM

REQUIREMENT <→>

Execute              
<<allocation>>             

→
R6-Fault SOLVER R5-Fault DETECTOR

PL6-Solve faults  →

PL7-Monitore status  →

ID Instance
SG1 Maintainable system provided
SG2 Customizable system provided
SG3 Usable system provided
SG4 Trustfulsystem
SG5 Self learning
PL1 Cordinate
PL2 Allocate task
PL3 Elaborate plans
PL4 Allocate resource
PL5 Instance agent
PL6 Solve faults
PL7 Monitore status

Requirements

ID Instance
R1 Coordination DBSitter-AS
R2 Reporter manager
R3 Knowledge base manager
R4 Fault solvers
R5 Fault DETECTOR
R6 Fault SOLVER

Subsystem
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B. The Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) 

 
The SPEM is a UML metamodel (and UML profile) [OMG 2005] to represent a family of 

software development processes and their components [SPEN 2005]. It constitutes a sort of 

“ontology” of software development processes. SPEM provides the minimum set of process 

modeling elements necessary to describe any software development process without adding 

specific models or constraints to any specific area or discipline, such as project management 

or analysis [Wautelet et al., 2005].  

Some relevant SPEM concepts used in this work are explained bellow (see also Figure V):  

− WorkDefinition: this constitutes a kind of operation that describes the work performed 

by the process;  

− Phase: this constitutes a specialization of the WorkDefinition such that its precondition 

defines the phase entry criteria and its goal (often called a “milestone”) defines the 

phase exit criteria;  

− WorkProduct: this constitutes an artifact of a process; any tangible piece of information 

that is produced consumed or modified by a process;  

− ProcessRole: this defines responsibilities over specific WorkProducts;  

− Activity: this constitutes a piece of work performed by a single ProcessRole;  

− Guidance: this constitutes an element aimed to provide more detailed information about 

the associated ModelElement;  

− Document: this constitutes a stereotype (“a special kind”) of WorkProduct;  

− UMLModel: this constitutes a stereotype (“a special kind”) of WorkProduct;  

− MASModelElement: this constitutes a stereotype (“a special kind”) of WorkProduct.  

These SPEM concepts are using in the section 16.6on 16.6.  
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Figure V:  Some SPEM icon 



 

 

 
 

 


